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DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY

Title:
Miscellaneous human sexuality periodicals, circa 1950-2003

Collection Number:
7687

Quantity:
9 cubic feet

Forms of Material:
Printed materials.

Repository:
Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library

Abstract:
Mostly small runs of periodicals on a variety of human sexuality subjects, including lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, transsexuals and transgender people, AIDS, feminism, and gender and sexual identity. Titles may be published in the United States or internationally.

Language:
Collection material in English
COLLECTION DESCRIPTION
Mostly small runs of periodicals on a variety of human sexuality subjects, including lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, transsexuals and transgender people, AIDS, feminism, and gender and sexual identity. Titles may be published in the United States or internationally. Includes conference brochures from the 1963 and 1964 conferences of ECHO, East Coast Homophile Organizations. Bringing together the Daughters of Bilitis, the Janus Society, and the New York City and Washington, DC chapters of the Mattachine Society, ECHO was the first attempt to create a national coalition of organizations focused on equal rights for lesbians and gay men.

SUBJECTS
Names:
East Coast Homophile Organizations (U.S).

Subjects:
AIDS (Disease)--Periodicals
Lesbians--Periodicals
Gay men--Periodicals
Sex in mass media.

INFORMATION FOR USERS
Cite As:
Miscellaneous human sexuality periodicals, #7687. Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library.

Read the following for information regarding finding periodicals:
All the individual titles that comprise this collection are included in the bibliographies of U.S. and international periodicals in the Human Sexuality Collection, available at http://rmc.library.cornell.edu/HSC/per.htm. If no call number is listed next to a title on that page or the collection number 7687 is listed then the item should be found in this miscellaneous collection and can be requested by the box number using the listing below.

RELATED MATERIALS
Male Model Pornography Magazines Single Issues, #7633
Heterosexual and Miscellaneous Pornography Periodicals, #7739
Collecting Program: Human Sexuality Collection.

CONTAINER LIST
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Container</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter for &amp; About Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgendered Questioning Youth by Youth</td>
<td>Box 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: LGBT youth
Publisher: PRYSM
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: (Cleveland, OH)  
Subject: Health, HIV/AIDS  
Publication Country: England  
Publication City: Middlesex  
Maine's monthly newspaper for lesbians and gay men  
Subject: Alternative local newspaper  
Lesbian and Gay National March on Washington Update Newsletter  
Subject: Politics  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.  
ur Gay Action Guide  
Subject: Directory  
Publication City: (New York, NY)  
Newsletter of the Gay People's Union (NYU)  
Subject: Education  
Publisher: NYU  
A Different Light  
Publisher: (A Different Light Bookstore)  
Lifelines (newsletter of the AIDS Action Committee)  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health  
Publication City: Boston, MA  
A (American Association of Homes for the Aging) Provider News AIDS Overview  
Subject: HIV/AIDS  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.  
HR Reporter (American Association of Physicians for Human Rights)  
Subject: Health  
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)  
CT Book of Abstracts  
Subject: Health, Education, Therapy  
Publication City: New York, NY  
Insulin's Digest: Monthly Newsletter for Republican Lesbians and Gay Men  
Subject: Politics  
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA  
Line  
Subject: Community  
Publication City: (Waterloo, IA)  
Magazine  
Subject: Gay, Heterosexual, Lesbian, Community, 1980s, Politics  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Diego, CA
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: (Savannah, GA)

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: (Portland, OR)

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Community
Publication City: Richmond Hill, NY

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, Ontario

Box 1

Subject: Religious
Publication City: (Evanston, IL)

Box 1

Subject: Native Americans
Publication City: New York, NY

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: (Boston, MA)

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: Chicago, IL

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Medicine
Publication City: (Waltham, MA)

Box 1

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: (Delaware Lesbian & Gay Health Advocates)

Box 1
Aliveness Newsletter

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: The Aliveness Project
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

gether

Publication City: Chicago

ce from gays and lesbians of Oswego State

ce News

Subject: Lesbian, Gay, News
Publication City: (Tarrant County, TX)

Newsletter (Asian Lesbian Network)

Subject: Lesbian, Asian
Publication Country: Thailand
Publication City: Bangkok

ative

Subject: News
Publication City: Auburn, AL

ative

Subject: African-American
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

ative Central

Subject: Alternative local newspaper
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Harrisburg, PA

ative Communications (bulletin of the caucus of Gay and Lesbian Concerns of the Speech Communication Association)

Publication City: New York, NY

ative Expressions

Publication City: Buffalo, NY

atives (Gay and Lesbian Business and Professionals Guild)

Subject: Business

atives: (National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association)

atives: Personal Introduction Service for the GLB Communities

Publication City: Albany, NY

can Gay Film Tour

Subject: Entertainment
Publication City: New York, NY

can Gay Life

Subject: Entertainment
American Grizzly

Subject: Gay male, Bears
Publication City: Louisville, KY

A News: Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual People in Medicine

Subject: Medicine
Publication City: (Reston, VA)

Arcadia

Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)

Archives of the American Academy of Homosexual Research

Publication City: (New York, NY)

Announcer, The: Newsletter of the Hampton Roads Gay and Lesbian Alliance

Subject: Medicine
Publication City: (Reston, VA)

Ariel: The Rogue Valley Lesbian/Gay/Bi/Human Rights Newsletter

Creative World Magazine

Subject: Gay male, Entertainment, News
Publication City: Little Rock, AR

Anthropological Research Group on Homosexuality

Publication City: (Pacific Palisades, CA)

APHR Newsletter (Alliance to Protect Human Rights & Equality)

Subject: Politics
Publication City: (Athens, Ohio)

Arcadia

Publisher: (Metropolitan Community Athletic Association of New York)
Publication City: (New York)

ARC Circular (Addiction Recovery Corporation)

Subject: Health
Publication City: Waltham, MA

As

Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)

vs of the American Academy of Homosexual Research

Publication City: (New York, NY)

The Rogue Valley Lesbian/Gay/Bi/Human Rights Newsletter

Publication Country: United states
Publication City: (Ashland, OR)

A Lesbian & Gay Task Force Newsletter

Publication City: (Tempe, AZ)

ton Gay and Lesbian Alliance News (AGLA, AGA)
Publication City: Arlington, VA

9ress Catalog 1975: Homosexuality

Subject: Catalog
Publication City: (New York, NY)

A The Clock

Subject: News, Entertainment
Publication City: (New Orleans)

Artbeat

Subject: Community service
Publication City: Greensboro, NC

A

Subject: Zine

Pacific Lesbians and Gays

Subject: Asian American, Pacific Islander
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: West Hollywood, CA

Gay Ski Week

Subject: Sports
Publication City: Aspen, CO

ation of Lesbian and Gay Social Workers

Publication City: (New York)

sta: Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance Newsletter

Publication City: (Atlanta, GA)

a Business & Professional Guild Directory 1987-88

Publication City: Atlanta, GA

a Gay Central

Subject: Gay, Community
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

ic Stampede

Publisher: (Atlantic States Gay Rodeo Association)

le

Subject: Gay male
Publication Country: (England)
Publication City: (London)

Publication Country: Canada

alian Women's Forum

Subject: Women
Publication Country: Australia

m's Season Network
Subject: s/m
Publication City: (San Jose, CA)

Subject: Gay male, Entertainment
Publication City: (Miami, FL)

Lambda (Broome County)

Subject: Community
Publication City: (Binghamton, NY)

Gay Men's Health Crisis Periodical
Subject: Health
Publisher: (GMHC)

Dyke, The Adventures of

Subject: Comics, Zine
Publication City: (Baltimore, MD)

1 (Business and Professional Association) Newsletter
Publication City: (West Hollywood, CA)

n (Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights) Newsletter
Publication City: (San Francisco)

association for Human Rights Report (BAHR)
Publication City: New York, NY

wide: 1973 USA International
Subject: Directory

Subject: Directory
Publication City: (Los Angeles)

d Bulletin
Publication City: (New York, NY)

ng Ram, The
Publication City: (Rochester, NY)

rea Gay Liberation Newsletter
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

rea Women's News
Publication City: (Oakland, CA)

Prowl

Subject: Bears, Gay male, Large gay men
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

We Care (INTEGRITY/Houston)
Subject: Queer, Gay, Lesbian, Religious: Episcopal
Publication City: Houston, TX

Gayzette (Baltimore Gay Alliance) Box 1

Subject: Gay, Community
Publication City: Baltimore, MD

Bume Box 1

Subject: Bisexual
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Indianapolis, IN

Bi Box 1

Subject: Bears, Gay male, Large gay men
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

S2: Michelle's Women's Adult Wrestling Club Box 1

Subject: Bisexual
Publication City: (Los Angeles, CA)

Indie Sleazoid Express Box 1

Publication City: (New York)

Bi Box 1

Subject: Zine

uthly: Newsletter of the Bisexual Center Box 1

Subject: Bisexual, Entertainment
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

Forum Box 1

Subject: Black
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

verr Box 1

Subject: Literary
Publication City: (Albuquerque, NM)

Publication City: (Orange County and Long Beach)

broters Box 1

Subject: Gay male, Literary
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

ington Beacon Box 1

Subject: Alternative local newspaper
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Bloomington, IN

otes: The National Magazine of Gay Correspondence Box 1

Subject: Classifieds
Publication City: (Miami, FL)
(Bar Owners Association) Newsletter
Publication City: (Ft. Lauderdale, FL)

Publication City: (Harwin, CT)

Subject: Erotica, News
Publication City: (London)

Bohemian

Subject: Books, Catalog
Publication City: (Glendale, CA)

Subject: Physique

'ide Now (newsletter for Maui's Gay/Bi/Lesbian Community Organization)
Publication City: Maui, HI

Publication Country: (Germany)
Publication City: (Koln)

Subject: Entertainment
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

: The Journal of Egghead Sexuality

Subject: Women
Publisher: Duke-UNC Women's Studies Research Center
Publication City: (Durham, NC)

Box

Subject: Politics

The

Subject: Politics
Publisher: (Republicans for Individual Freedoms)
Publication City: (White Plains, NY)

beet

Subject: Feminist
Publication Country: (New Zealand)

beet (A Monthly Report From National CHE)

Subject: Legal, Politics, Gay liberation movement, Sexual liberation
Publisher: Campaign for Homosexual Equality
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

HIV Funding Bulletin
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: (New York, NY)

v: The Newsletter of the National Organization of Changing Men

Subject: Men
Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)

n (Northern California Gay Rights Chapter of ACLU)
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

n of the Philadelphia Lesbian and Gay Task Force
Publication City: (Philadelphia)

n, The
Publication City: (Long Beach, CA)

Subject: Erotica
Publication Country: The Netherlands
Publication City: Amsterdam

Agence

Subject: Entertainment, Gay arts
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

Subject: Literary, Women
Publication City: (Corvallis, OR)

NSW Newsletter
Publication Country: Australia
Publication City: Sydney

"e Talk? (San Francisco AIDS Foundation)

Subject: Health, HIV/AIDS
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

1 "Q" News
Subject: Gay, News
Publication City: Tenino, WA

I Forum News
Publication City: (Salem, OR)

\notes

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: (Nashville Council on AIDS Resources)
Publication City: (Nashville, TN)

Driver's Gay Europe
Subject: Directory, Travel
Publication City: (Springville, CA)

na Lesbian News (C.L.N.)
Subject: Lesbian

* Pulse

**Subject:** Gay, Community
**Publication City:** Raleigh, NC

* Pride Guide

**Subject:** Business, Lesbian, Gay

* Comments (National Caucus of Gay and Lesbian Counselors)

**Publication City:** Jenkintown, PA

* HIV/AIDS Prevention

**Subject:** HIV/AIDS, Newsletter
**Publication City:** (Atlanta, GA)

* Magazine

**Publication City:** (Yucca Valley, CA)

* Attraction

**Publisher:** The Lesbian/Gay Community Service Center
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** (Cleveland, OH)

* Fold

**Subject:** Community
**Publication City:** (Central Florida)

* Letter (Newsletter of the Gay/Lesbian Community Center of Greater Cincinnati)

**Publication City:** (Cincinnati, OH)

* News

**Publisher:** (Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center)
**Publication City:** (Los Angeles, CA)


**Publication City:** (Los Angeles, CA)

* MAPA (Caucus of Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Members of the American Psychiatric Association)

**Publication City:** (New York)

*ivre de Commerce Gaie du Québec: Bottin des Membres

**Subject:** Directory
**Publication Country:** Montréal, Québec, Canada

* in Gay Student Rights

**Publisher:** National Gay Student Center
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

* Woman

**Subject:** Feminist

* Gay Association (CGA)
Subject: Business
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Collection

Author: Larry Weiz
Subject: Comics, Erotica
Publisher: Last Gasp
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco

A Area Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce Membership Directory

Subject: Directory
Publication City: Chicago, IL

A Gay Alliance Newsletter

Publication City: (Chicago, IL)

A Gay Pride

A Living in Leather

Subject: s/m
Publisher: (National Leather Association)

A Pride Magazine

Subject: Gay, Entertainment
Publication City: Chicago, IL

A's Gay Directory 1973

Subject: directory
Publication City: Chicago, IL

A's Calendar (1987)

Subject: Heterosexual, Physique, Men
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Subject: Heterosexual, Men
Publication City: Crestwood, NY

A'spondence

Publisher: (Gay Men's Choir of Los Angeles)
Publication City: (Los Angeles)

A Books

Publication City: Detroit, MI

A Roses Review

Subject: Women motorcyclists
Publication City: (Leroy, NY)

A of the Beloved Disciple Newsletter

Subject: Religious
Publication City: (New York, NY)

A
Publication City: (Chicago, IL)

Subject: Comics

Publication City: (Sunnyvale, CA)

'A Newsletter Dedicated to Examining the Comic Industry's Awareness of Issues

Subject: newsletter, comics

: Celebrating Colorado's Lesbian Community

Subject: Women, Lesbian

Publication City: Boulder, CO

Action Guide

Subject: Politics, Bisexual, Lesbian, Gay

Publication City: Covington, KY

Health Information

Subject: Gay health

Publication City: New York, NY

Abortion Alert

Publisher: ACLU

Publication Country: United States

Publication City: Washington, D.C.

: DQ for Today's Transvestite

Subject: Transvestite

Press Catalog

Subject: Literary

Publication City: (Pittsburgh)

and Dignity-Integrity Newsletter

Publication City: (Cleveland, IL)

and NOW?

Subject: Entertainment, Directory

Publication City: (Cleveland, OH)

: (Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Rights) Bulletin

Publication City: (New York)

/ Courier

Publisher: (National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases)

Treach

Subject: religious

Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

Monthly

Subject: Gay male

Publication Country: United States

Publication City: Miami, FL.
Coalition News: New Coalition for Human Rights on Long Island
Publication City: (Long Island, NY)

Collective Consciousness
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

do AIDS Project Newsletter
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication City: (Denver, CO)
do Community Directory
Subject: Directory

Columbia Fun Maps (Montreal and Quebec)
Subject: Travel, Gay, Lesbian

Columbia Fun Maps (San Francisco & Russian River)
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Travel
Publication City: New York, NY

Columbia Spectator (Columbia University)
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Columbus Free Press
Publication City: (Columbus, OH)

Columbus Gay Activist
Publication City: (Columbus, OH)

to Long Island!
Subject: Entertainment

Together
Publication City: (London, England)

itree on Lesbian and Gay History Newsletter
Publication City: (North Hollywood, CA)

on Bond Ink
Publication City: (Albuquerque, NM)

unique (Northern Lambda Nord)
Publication City: Caribou, ME

unity Action News
Publication City: (Brooklyn, NY)
unity Alliance FYI
Publisher: Community Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: (Sioux City, IA)
unity Center News
Subject: News  
Publication City: (Dallas, TX)

unity Guild Digest  
Publication City: Hollywood, CA
unity Guild Newsletter  
Publication City: Hollywood, CA
unity Ink Monthly  
Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)
unity Prescription Service Infopack  
Subject: HIV/AIDS  
Publication City: (New York)
unity Press  
Subject: Religious  
Publication City: (Norfolk, VA)
unity Voice  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: West Palm Beach, FL

of  
Publication Country: (Mexico)

As: A Newjournal of Prochoice Catholic Opinion  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Religious: Catholic  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

of  
Publication City: (Houston, TX)

stone  
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)
santa Monica College)  
Subject: transgender, transsexual, transvestite, homecoming  
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

points  
Publication City: (Boston)

\  
Publication Country: (Germany)  
Publication City: (Berlin)

Loafing  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Alternative local newspaper  
Publication City: (Atlanta, GA)

Path AIDS Project  
Subject: HIV/AIDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication City</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Philadelphia)</td>
<td>(GLAD Alliance newsletter)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Indianapolis, IN)</td>
<td>Gay, Lesbian</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Washington, D.C.)</td>
<td>News of the African American Lesbian/ Gay Alliance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Atlanta, GA)</td>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(El Cajon, CA)</td>
<td>Zine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(San Francisco, CA)</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Los Angeles, CA)</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(New York, NY)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Philadelphia, PA)</td>
<td>Birth Lambda</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bethesda, MD)</td>
<td>NIAID</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Minneapolis, MN)</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Minnesota Delta Lambda Phi)</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS, Religious: Christian</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(New Women's Voice)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publisher: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication Country: United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication City: Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publisher: (University of Minnesota Delta Lambda Phi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication City: (Philadelphia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(GLAD Alliance newsletter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Indianapolis, IN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News of the African American Lesbian/ Gay Alliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African-American</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dialogue (Brethren/ Mennonite Council for Gay Concerns / also known as "Bretheren/ Mennonite Council for Lesbian and Gay Concerns)

Subject: Religious: Mennonite, Religious, Gay, Lesbian, 1970s
Publisher: Bretheren/ Mennonite Council for Gay Concerns
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Subject: Women, Literary
A On Line
Publisher: (Design Industries Foundation for AIDS)
Publication City: (New York)

Subject: Religious
Publication City: (Chicago, IL)

v News
Subject: Religious
Publication City: (Saint Louis)

v Seattle
Subject: Religious: Catholic, Queer, Lesbian, Gay
Publication City: Seattle, WA

v/ NY Calendar
Subject: Religious: Catholic
Publication City: (New York, NY)

v/ Tampa Bay Chapter Newsletter
Subject: Religious: Catholic
Publication City: (Tampa Bay, FL)

v: newsletter of the gay Catholic Community
Subject: Religious
Publication City: (Washington DC)

nte
Subject: Arts, Entertainment
Publication City: (New York)

nait Magazine
Subject: People of Color
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

ity and Division
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

ity: The Lesbian Rag
Publication Country: (Canada)
Docket Update

Subject: Legal
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Book Service

Boxa
Publication Country: (Germany)
Publication City: (Hamburg)

sad
Subject: Queer
Publication City: (Vancouver, BC, Canada)

Dorn Rosa

Drummer: Follow Us to Where the Action is!
Publisher: Dummer Publications
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Dyke Shorts

Subject: Comics
Publication City: (Oakland, CA)

East Coast Homophile Organization

u Hi-Lites

Publisher: (Eastern Area Pioneer Women)
Publication City: (New York)

GDC: Newsletter of the East Bay Lesbian/ Gay Democratic Club

Subject: Politics
Publication City: (Berkeley, CA)

Magazine

Subject: News
Publication City: (Phoenix, AZ)

Lorain County Gay Nite Life & Adult Entertainment

Subject: Entertainment

ric: A Journal of Educational Change

Subject: Education

EDGE Newsletter (Education in a Disabled Gay Environment)

Subject: Disability Issues
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Editions Aubrey Walter

Subject: Arts, Gay arts
Publication City: (London, England)

EEGO In Brief (East End Gay Organization for Human Rights)

Publication City: (Minneapolis, Minnesota)
Subject: Politics  
Publication City: (Southampton, NY)  

 Roosevelt Gay Democratic Club  

Subject: Politics  
Publication City: Cleveland, OH  

r, The  

Subject: Legal  
Publisher: Louisiana Electorate of Gays And Lesbians, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: (New Orleans, LA)  

Subject: Transgender  

Id Wave  

Subject: Religious  
Publication City: (West Palm Beach, FL)  

by: Working to End Prejudice & Violence Against Sexual Minorities  
Publication City: Columbia, SC  

verment Times  

Subject: Youth  
Publisher: (LA Gay & Lesbian Community Services Center)  
Publication City: (Los Angeles, CA)  

Newsletter (Ending Men's Violence)  

Subject: Men, Women and violent crimes  
Publication City: (Dorchester, MA)  

rising Women  

aimment  

aimment Reporter  
Publication City: (Fort Wayne, IN)  

Subject: Transsexual, Transgender, Transvestite  
Publication City: (Berkeley, CA)  

Publication City: (Bowling Green, KY)  

Times: The Community’s Best Friend  

Subject: Community  
Publication City: (Babylon, NY)  

Institute News  

Subject: Politics  
Publication City: (Amherst, MA)  

esletter
Subject: Alternative local newspaper
Publisher: (East Tennessee Alternative Lifestyles)
Publication City: (Johnson City, TN)

Word
Publisher: E.C.R. Enterprises Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Citizens for Human Rights (ECHR)
Publication City: (Eugene, OR)

imes

Subject: Sports
Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Munich

een Chronicles: A Journal of Gay and Lesbian Writers

Subject: Literary
Publication City: (Minneapolis, MN)

GN (East Village Lesbian & Gay Newsletter)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

tive Woman
Publisher: Businesswomen's Publishing Company
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

e Magazine
Subject: Entertainment
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cleveland, OH

site Corpse
Subject: Literary
Publication City: Baton Rouge, LA

South Dakota
Publisher: Faces of South Dakota, Inc. and Library
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rapid City, SD

about AIDS
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Education
Publisher: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Lesbian and Gay Citizens Association (FLGCA Newsletter)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Springfield, VA
Fairfield Advocate
Publisher: New Mass Media, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Amherst, MA

Family Diversity
Subject: Families
Publisher: Family Diversity Project
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Family Ministries & Human Sexuality
Subject: Religious
Publisher: National Council of Churches
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Talk
Subject: Community service, Lesbian, Gay, Families
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Faro Update (Federation of AIDS-Related Organizations)
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: Federation of AIDS-Related Organizations
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

n Cares
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: Digital Propaganda, Inc.
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, Ontario

Fat Apple Review
Subject: Entertainment, large gay men
Publisher: Girth & Mirth Club of New York, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

irl: A Zine for Fat Dykes and the Women Who Want Them
Subject: Zine, lesbian
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Feedback
Publisher: Southern Tier Information & Referral
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Elmira, NY

FYI
Subject: Lesbian, entertainment
Publisher: Rita M. Boyadjian
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA
Feminary: A Feminist Journal for the South

Subject: Feminist
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chapel Hill, NC

First Review

Subject: Feminist, Cornell University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Ithaca, NY

Subject: s/m, Sexual liberation
Publication City: West Hollywood, CA

Freedom Bulletin

Publisher: Mattachine Society of the Niagra Frontier, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Buffalo, NY

The Right

Subject: Politics
Publisher: Center for Constitutional Rights
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Publisher: Prometheus Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Firehouse Fire

Subject: Stanford University, College/University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Palo Alto, CA

Valley Alliance

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Publisher: Flathead Valley Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Kalispell, MT

Task Force Report, The

Subject: Politics
Publisher: The Florida Taskforce, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Miami, FL

Focus on AIDS

Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: AIDS Project Los Angeles
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Focus on the New Generation
Subject: Youth, Religious
Publisher: United Church Board for Homeland Ministries, Division of Christian Education
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

Point

Subject: News, Classifieds
Publisher: Cernent Corporation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

Subject: s/m
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

'maternity

Publisher: The Fraternity
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cleveland, OH

News News

Subject: Religious
Publisher: San Francisco Miracles Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

News

Subject: Prisoners
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Munchen

(National Action Forum For Older Women)

Subject: Women, Aged
Publisher: National Action Forumfor Older Women
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Kalamazoo, MI

A Networking Resource for Atlanta's Lesbian Community

Subject: Lesbian
Publisher: Fourth Tuesday
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

rd Observer

Subject: veterans
Publication City: (Plainville, IL)

rd Observer: The National Newsletter of Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans of America

Subject: Veterans
Publisher: Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans of America
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Milwaukee, WI

* alo Gay Association (FVGA) Box 3
Publisher: Fox Valley Gay Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Streamwood, IL

* be Official Journal of the Uncircumcised Society of America Box 3
Subject: Men, Health
Publisher: Uncircumsized Society of America

* m Socialist, The Box 3
Subject: Feminist, Politics
Publisher: Freedom Socialist Party
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

* Committee for Gay Concerns Newsletter Box 3
Subject: Religious, Religious: Quaker
Publisher: Friends Committee for Gay Concerns
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Sumneytown, PA

* Newsletter Box 3
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: Friends In Deed
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

* in the Horses: A Document of the Sexual Revolution Box 3
Subject: Sexual liberation
Publisher: Heat Seeking Publishing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Page Directory, The Box 3
Subject: Directory, Lesbian, Gay, Transgender
Publisher: The Front Page
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Raleigh, NC

* nes Box 3
Publisher: Outfront Minnesota
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

* ircle Calendar Box 3
Subject: Women, Lesbian
Publisher: Full Circle Calendar
Publication Country: United States
A-GU News: Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association of Georgetown University

Publisher: The Gay and Lesbian Alumni Association of Georgetown University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Alumni--ND/SMC

Subject: Education, College/University
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Saint Paul, MN

VANIZE! Gay and Lesbian Visibility Alliance

Publisher: The Gay and Lesbian Visibility Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Madison, WI

\* (Gay Amateur Press Society)

Subject: Gay, Men, Zine, Bear
Publisher: Gay Amateur Press Society
Publication Country: United States

\* Scaner: Gay Association of Technicians, Engineers and Scientists

Subject: Gay
Publisher: Gay Association of Technicians, Engineers and Scientists
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

\* Lesbian Awareness Week (1986)

Subject: Education, College/University, Gay, Lesbian, Stanford University
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Alliance at Stanford
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Palo Alto, CA

\* Lesbian Times: Southern California's Weekly

Subject: News, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Uptown Publications
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Diego, CA

9't: New York's First Gay & Lesbian Skills Exchange

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Education, Community
Publisher: Gay 80's
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

\* Academic Union of New York City Newsletter

Subject: Education
Publication City: (New York, NY)

\*d Lesbian Alumni of Lawrence University

Subject: Education, College/University
Publisher: Gay & Lesbian Alumni of Lawrence University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY
Gay and Lesbian Community Services Center Community Calendar

Subject: Community, Directory
Publisher: Resource and Referal Department of the Gay and Lesbian Services Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hollywood, CA

Gay and Lesbian Yellow Pages

Subject: Directory
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Gay Lesbian Media Workers Bulletin

Subject: Mass media
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

theist News

Subject: Religious
Publication City: (New York, NY)

altris

Subject: Literary, Gay
Publisher: X-PRESS
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

ookworm

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Paul, MN

atholic: Newsletter of Dignity/LA

Subject: Religious: Catholic, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Dignity/L.A.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

icago: Map-Directory & Buyers Guide

Subject: Directory
Publisher: Gernhardt Publications
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

ristian: The Bulletin of the Gay Christian Movement

Subject: Religious: Christian, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Castle Camelot Printers
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

ommunity Appeal of Toronto Newsletter

Subject: Gay, Lesbian
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

ommunity Center
Gay Community Center (GCC) Newsletter (Seattle)

Subject: Community, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay Community Center (Seattle)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

\textit{Gay Community Center: Baltimore Pride 1999}

Subject: Pride Parade, Gay, Lesbian, Community
Publisher: Gay Community Center of Baltimore
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Baltimore, MD

\textit{Gay Era}

Subject: Gay, Politics
Publisher: Gay Era
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lancaster, PA

\textit{Gay Fathers Forum Newsletter}

Subject: Families, Gay
Publisher: Gay Fathers Forum of Greater New York
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

\textit{Gay Fathers of Toronto}

Subject: Gay male, Parenting, Families
Publisher: Gay Fathers of Toronto
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

\textit{Gay Fathers San Diego}

Subject: Parenting, Families
Publisher: Gay Fathers San Diego
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Diego, CA

\textit{Gay Freedom}

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Pride parade, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Queen's Quarterly Publishing Co., Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

\textit{Gay Guide}

Subject: Directory
Publication Country: United States

\textit{Gay Guide of the World}

Subject: Travel, Directory, Gay

\textit{Gay Hawaii}

Box 3
Gay Men's Domestic Violence Project Newsletter, The

Subject: Anti-violence, Gay male, Gay, Gay health, Health
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cambridge, MA

Milwaukee

Subject: News, Community
Publisher: Ultra Ink, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

Ieus

Subject: News, Community
Publisher: Gay Publishing Collective
Publication Country: New Zealand
Publication City: Auckland

Ieus (Amsterdam)

Subject: News, Community, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay International Press
Publication Country: The Netherlands
Publication City: Amsterdam

Ieus (Chicago)

Subject: Community, News, Gay
Publisher: Gullivers Periodicals
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

Ieus (Gay McGill Newsletter)

Subject: College/University, Education
Publisher: Gay McGill
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Montreal, QC

Niagra News

Subject: News, Community, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay Unity Niagra
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Niagra Falls, ON

Nouveau, The (Greater Cincinnati's Gay News Journal)

Subject: News, Community, Gay journal
Publisher: Print Unlimited
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cincinnati, OH

Olympics Newsletter

Subject: Community, Gay, Sports, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay Olympic Games
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Opinion

Subject: News, Politics
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Gay People and Mental Health (A Monthly Bulletin)

Subject: Health, Gay health, Gay journal, Medicine, Psychology
Publisher: Gay People and Mental Health
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

Box 3

Gay People in Medicine Newsletter

Subject: Medicine, Health, Gay health, Gay, Lesbian, Education, College/University
Publisher: Gay People in Medicine Committee: American Medical Student Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Schaumberg, IL.

Box 3

Person's Guide to New England

Publication City: (Boston, MA)

Box 3

Post

Publication City: (New York, NY)

Box 3

Gay SIGnificance (National Special Interest Group in MENSA)

Subject: News, Community
Publisher: Gay SIGnificance (National Special Interest Group in MENSA)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Diego, CA

Box 3
**Gays For Equality (Winnipeg)**

**Publisher:** Gays for Equality (Winnipeg)
**Publication Country:** Canada
**Publication City:** Winnipeg, MB

**Gay Zette**

**Publisher:** Gay-Zette (William C. Strauss)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Linwood, NJ

**Gayme**

**Publisher:** Zymurgy
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Boston, MA
Newsletter (Gay Business Association)  
**Subject:** Business, Gay, Community  
**Publisher:** Gay Business Association  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Boston, MA

Newsletter (Gay Community Services of Central Florida)  
**Subject:** Community, Gay, Lesbian  
**Publisher:** Gay Community Services of Central Florida  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Winter Park, FL

*News*  
**Publication City:** (Port Hueneme, CA)

*Generation Next*  
**Subject:** Entertainment, Gay, News  
**Publisher:** Generation Next Corp.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

de Stein Democratic Club: Gay Democrats of the Washington Metropolitan Area  
**Subject:** Politics, Gay, Lesbian  
**Publisher:** Gertrude Stein Democrat Club  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

de's Notes  
**Subject:** Politics, Gay, Lesbian  
**Publisher:** Gertrude Stein Society  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** New Orleans, LA

*A: Gay Fathers Los Angeles Newsletter*  
**Subject:** Parenting, Families  
**Publisher:** Gay Fathers Los Angeles  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Los Angeles, CA

*A (newsletter of Golden Gate Business Association)*  
**Subject:** Business  
**Publication City:** San Francisco, CA

*GIBBOUS RISING*  
**Subject:** News, Gay, Lesbian, Feminist  
**Publisher:** Gibbous RISING  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Sacramento, CA

*Giovanni's Room Press Release*  
**Subject:** Books, Catalog, International, Literary, Mass media, Legal, England  
**Publisher:** Giovanni's Room  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Philadelphia, PA
magazine

Subject: Lesbian
Publisher: Allen-Branca & Associates, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lighthouse Point, FL

Newsletter (Gays and Lesbians of Ames)
Subject: Community, News, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: GLA (Gays and Lesbians of Ames)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Ames, IA

(GL & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders) Annual Report

Briefs

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Politics
Publisher: Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

Gay Newsletter

Subject: Books, Catalog, News, Community
Publisher: Glad Day Bookshop
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

(GL News (Gay and Lesbian Alliance of Greater Danbury)
Subject: News, Community, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Alliance of Greater Danbury
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Danbury, CT

Gay, The

Subject: Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: GLAD
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Halifax, NS

(GLAPN (Gay and Lesbian Archives of the Pacific Northwest)
Subject: Community, History, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Archives of the Pacific Northwest (GLAPN)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Portland, OR

(GL News (Gay and Lesbian Independent Democrats)

Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Independent Democrats
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

(GL Newsnotes (Gay and Lesbian Independent Democrats)

Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Independent Democrats
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magazine/Book/Source</th>
<th>Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Glowletter</em> (The Newsletter of the Gay and Lesbian Organisation of the Witwatersrand)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> News, Community, International, South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Gay and Lesbian Organisation of the Witwatersrand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> Johannesburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A (Gay and Lesbian Press Association) Newsletter</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> (Universal City, CA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A (Gay and Lesbian Parents of Los Angeles) Newsletter</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> Parenting, Families, Community, Gay, Lesbian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Gay and Lesbian Parents of Los Angeles (GLPLA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> West Hollywood, CA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>'N (The Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Teachers Network)</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> The Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Teachers Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> New York, NY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>C Recreation News (Gay Men's Health Crisis)</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Gay Men's Health Crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> New York, NY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Places In Florida</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> News, Community, Gay, Gay male, 1970s, Gay liberation movement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Albe's Gifts Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> Pierre Station, Miami, FL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Golden Gate Business Association (GGBA): Buyer's Guide &amp; Directory</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> Directory, Business, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Golden Gate Business Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> San Francisco, CA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Times Bookshop Catalog</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> Literary, Catalog, Books, Book reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> The Good Times Bookshop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> Port Jefferson, NY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>G P Reporter, The (Gay Press Association)</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> Mass media, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, News, Community, Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> Gay Press Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication City:</strong> New York, NY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Union, The (Newsletter of the New York City Union of Lesbians and Gay Men)</em></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject:</strong> 1980s, Community, Gay, Lesbian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher:</strong> The New York City Union of Lesbians and Gay Men</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Country:</strong> United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Publisher: Tampa Bay Business Guild
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Tampa Bay, FL

*Newsletter (Gay Veterans Association)*

Subject: Veterans, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Gay male, News, Community, Legal
Publisher: Gay Veterans Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

*RM Monitor (Gay and Women's Alliance for Responsible Media)*

Subject: Mass media, 1970s, Lesbian, Gay, Gay male, Gay liberation movement, News, Community, Women, Men, Feminist
Publisher: Gay and Women's Alliance for Responsible Media (GWARM)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

*Entertainment Newsletter*

Subject: Gay, Schools, News, Entertainment, 1980s
Publisher: H.E. Entertainment
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Fort Wayne, IN

*HEWS (The Official Newsletter of Homosexuals Anonymous Fellowship Services)*

Subject: Gay, Gay male, Lesbian, Religious, Therapy, Psychology, 1990s, Ex-Gay
Publisher: Homosexuals Anonymous Fellowship Services (HAFS)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Reading, PA

*Health Care for All*

Subject: Health
Health Crisis Network (HCN) Newsnotes
Subject: Health, HIV/AIDS, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay
Publisher: Health Crisis Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Miami, FL

Healthlines (AIDS Report Subscription)
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, News, 1980s
Publisher: Healthlines
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Williamsville, NY

Closed, The (The Monthly Newsletter of the First Tuesday Democratic Association)
Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian, News, 1970s
Publisher: First Tuesday Democratic Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

Helpline Frontline
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Families

S.A.Y
Subject: Women, Feminist, News, Politics, 1980s
Publisher: Women's News Institute
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

ss
Subject: Sexual liberation
Publication City: (New York, NY)

u (Herizon, Women's Social Group)
Subject: Women, Politics, Feminism, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: Herizon, Women's Social Club
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Binghamton, NY

High Tech Gays Newsletter
Subject: Gay, Business, 1980s
Publisher: High Tech Gays
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Jose, CA

Newsletter of Homosexuals Intransigent! / New York
Subject: Gay, 1970s, Gay male, Men, News, Zine
Publisher: Homosexuals Intransigent!
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Subject: Physique
Publication City: (New York, NY)
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Misses (Women's Boxing)  
Subject: Sports, Women, News, 1970s  
Publisher: Hits and Misses  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Hollywood, CA

Advisor (Critical Care America)  
Subject: Humor, Health, HIV/AIDS, Politics, Occupation Based Organizations, 1990s, Men, Women  
Publisher: Critical Care America  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Westborough, MA

Bulletin, The (Office of HIV Services, Inova Health System)  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, Community services, News  
Publisher: Office of HIV Services, Inova Health System  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Fairfax, VA

New Mexico (HIV Coordinating Council of New Mexico)  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, News  
Publisher: HIV Coordinating Council New Mexico, New Mexico Association of People Living With AIDS  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Santa Fe, NM

AIDS Project News: Report on Project Resources and Activities (National Conference of State Legislatures)  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, Occupation Based Organizations, Politics, 1990s  
Publisher: National Conference of State Legislatures  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Denver, CO

Anda  
Subject: 1970s, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Directory, News  
Publisher: Gay Activists Alliance of New Jersey, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: South Hackensack, NJ

ood Kids, The  
Subject: Entertainment, Arts  
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

rew (Journal of Women's Witchcraft)  
Publisher: Levanal Shell Bdolak & Deborah ender  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Berkeley, CA

exual Citizen, The (Mattachine Society of Washington)  
Subject: Gay, News, Lesbian, Legal, Politics, 1950s  
Publisher: Mattachine Society of Washington  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, DC
**Sexual Health Report**

*Subject:* Health, Gay  
*Publication City:* (New York, NY)

**Sexual Information Center Newsletter**

*Subject:* Health, Gay, Lesbian, News, History, Book review, Community  
*Publisher:* Homosexual Information Center  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Hollywood, CA

**Sexual Renaissance (Publication of Homosexual Intransigent!)**

*Subject:* Gay, Lesbian, News, 1960s, 1970s  
*Publisher:* Homosexual Intransigent!  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* New York, NY

**'ulu Weekly**

*Subject:* Alternative local newspaper, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Families, News  
*Publisher:* Honolulu Weekly, Inc.  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Honolulu, HI

**N Howl Modesto**

*Subject:* 1970s, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian, News, Legal, Politics, Anti-violence, Gay liberation movement  
*Publisher:* Modesto Hoot 'N Howl  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Modesto, CA

**ines (Newsletter of the Gay & Lesbian Information Center)**

*Subject:* Gay, Lesbian, News, 1980s  
*Publisher:* Gay & Lesbian Information Center  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Lorain, OH

**in**

*Subject:* Women, Arts  
*Publication City:* (Chicago)

**its! (Atlanta's Hotspots)**

*Subject:* Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Classifieds, 1990s  
*Publisher:* Rox Publishing, Inc.  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Atlanta, GA

**HQ**

*Subject:* Gay liberation movement, Politics, College/University, Literary, Harvard University, 1990s  
*Publisher:* HQ Magazine  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Cambridge, MA

**ALA Newsletter (Hampton Roads Gay And Lesbian Alliance)**

*Subject:* Gay, Lesbian  
*Publisher:* Hampton Roads Gay And Lesbian Alliance (HRGALA)  
*Publication Country:* United States
Publication City: Virginia Beach, VA

*Sexuality Update*  
**Subject:** Education, Health, Therapy, Directory, Occupation Based Organizations, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Men, Women, Heterosexual, Education  
**Publisher:** The Haworth Press, Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** New York, NY

*Sticks and Biscuits*  
**Subject:** Literary, Zine, 1970s  
**Publisher:** Hyacinths and Biscuits  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Brea, CA

*You Know*  
**Subject:** Women, Lesbian  
**Publisher:** Jernan Ltd. Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Indianapolis, IN

*Hyacinths and Biscuits*  
**(Newsletter of Dignity/Metropolitan NJ)**  
**Subject:** Religious: Catholic, Religious, gay, lesbian  
**Publisher:** Dignity/Metropolitan New Jersey  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Irvington, NJ

*I Know You Know*  
**(Newsletter of Dignity/Metropolitan NJ)**  
**Subject:** 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, College/University, Education  
**Publisher:** Identity Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Anchorage, AK

*You, The*  
**Subject:** Literary  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** New York, NY

*iBoe Fits*  
**Subject:** Women, Lesbian  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** San Diego, CA

*IFGE Newsletter (International Foundation for Gender Education)*  
**Subject:** Gender issues, Transgender, 2000s, Health, Medicine, Transsexual  
**Publisher:** International Foundation for Gender Education  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Waltham, MA

*IFO-LEOFFRCO (Gay Police Officers)*  
**Subject:** Occupation Based Organizations, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s  
**Publisher:** IFO-LEOFFERCO  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Chicago, IL

*IGA Bulletin (International Association of Lesbians/Gay Women and Gay men)*
**Subject:** International
**Publication Country:** The Netherlands

*Newsletter (Bowling)*

**Publisher:** IGBO (Bowling)
**Publication Country:** United States

**O - bulletin**

**Publisher:** (International Gay & Lesbian Youth Organization)
**Publication Country:** (Norway)
**Publication City:** (Oslo)

*Newsletter (International Lesbian Information Service)*

**Publisher:** International Lesbian Information Service
**Publication Country:** Norway
**Publication City:** Oslo

*(San Francisco Examiner magazine)*

**Publisher:** San Francisco Examiner
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** San Francisco, CA

*Journal of National Family Sex Education Week (Institute of Family Research and Education)*

**Publisher:** Institute of Family Research and Education
**Publication Country:** Syracuse, NY

*(Monthly Newsletter of Fargo-Moorhead Area, Dignity/Lutherans Concerned)*

**Publisher:** Dignity/ Lutherans Concerned
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Moorhead, ND

*g G*

**Publisher:** (All Star Processing, Inc.)
**Publication Country:** (San Francisco)

*Imperio G*

**Publisher:** (Argentina)
**Publication Country:** Buenos Aires

*In Full View (Overlooked Opinions)*

**Publisher:** Overlooked Opinions, Inc.
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Chicago, IL
iide
Subject: Travel, Gay, Directory
Publication City: (New York, NY)

In Newsweekly (New England’s Largest GLBT Newsweekly)
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Religious: Catholic, News, 2000s,
Publisher: Dream Team Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

Life
Subject: Mass media
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Life (Gay & Lesbian Issues and Culture on National Public Television)
Subject: Television, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, 2000s
Publisher: Life Media, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

In Touch (Gay Mens’ Guide to the US & Canada)
Subject: Directory, Travel, Cruising, Gay, Gay male
Publisher: IN Touch, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hollywood, CA

In Your Face!
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, Gay male, Transgender, Literary, News, 1990s

Index 6 (French and English Language)
Subject: Directory, Cruising, Gay, Gay male
Publisher: Les Publications Sortie Inc.
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Montreal, QC

Indepence, The (DIGNITY/Philadelphia Newsletter)
Subject: Religious: Catholic, Gay, Gay male, Lesbian, Religious, 1980s
Publisher: Dignity Philadelphia
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

In the Life (Gay & Lesbian Issues and Culture on National Public Television)
Subject: Mass media
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Infoblatt de Schwulen Sportvereins (German Language)
Subject: Sports, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Berlin

In Woman (Produced by the Friday Night Womyn’s Group)
Subject: Women, Lesbian, News, 1990s
Publisher: Friday Night Womyn's Group
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Miami, FL

OutCharlotte (OutCharlotte's Newsletter) Box 4
Subject: Gay arts, Gay, Gay male, Lesbian, Performing arts, News, 2000s
Publisher: OutCharlotte
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Charlotte, NC

QGLU (News from Queens Gays & Lesbians United, Inc.) Box 4
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, News, 2000s
Publisher: Queens Gays & Lesbians United, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Long Island City, NY

Inside QGLU (News from Queens Gays & Lesbians United, Inc.) Box 4
Publisher: Society for Individual Rights
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Publisher: (Montgomery Medical & Psychological Institute)
Publication City: (Decatur, GA)

to for Rational Living and Institute for Rational-Emotive Therapy Box 4
Subject: Psychology, Therapy, 1970s, Health, Women, Men
Publisher: The Institute for Rational Living
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

to for the Study of Human Resources (A Study of 388 North American Homosexual Males: Preliminary Findings / ONE Institute) Box 4
Subject: Gay male, Gay, News, Gay journal, 1960s, Gay, Lesbian, Transgender, Psychology, Medicine, Gender issues
Publisher: Institute for the Study of Human Resources
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Institute Quarterly (Institute for Human Identity) Box 4
Subject: Gay
Publication City: New York, NY

publisher: Integrity/Hartford (For Gay Episcopalians and their friends)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hartford, CT

Interaction (AIDS National Interfaith Network) Box 4
Subject: Entertainment, News, 1970s, Mass media
Publisher: INTER VIEW, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Religious, 1990s
Publisher: AIDS National Interfaith Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

*ange (Stop the Right)*

Subject: Politics
Publisher: AIDS National Interfaith Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

*ational Gay and Lesbian Archives Bulletin (Natalie Barney, Edward Carpenter Library)*

Subject: Books, Gay, Lesbian, History
Publisher: International Gay and Lesbian Archives
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hollywood, CA

*otional Nudist Sun*

Subject: Physique, Nudism
Publisher: Central Magazine Sales Ltd.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Baltimore, MD

*otional Women's Tribune Centre Newsletter*

Subject: Women, Feminist, 1980s
Publisher: International Women's Tribune Centre
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

*(The Journal of Gay & Lesbian Sensibility)*

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Entertainment, Mass media
Publisher: Alternatives: The Gay & Lesbian Cultural Organization, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: West Hartford, CT

*an*

Subject: Body building
Publication City: (Alliance, NE)

*Lifestyle*

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Community, 1990s
Publisher: Lifestyle Publishing Co.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Honolulu, HI

*r's News*

Publication City: (New York)

*Men's Newsletter*

Subject: Men
Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)

*bout Time (Newsletter of the NLFO [National Lesbian Feminist Organization])*

Subject: Feminist, Lesbian, 1970s, Women, Lesbian separatists
Publisher: National Lesbian Feminist Organization (NLFO)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Houston, TX

It's Your Move (An Action-Information Report from CGRO)

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Politics
Publisher: (Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario)
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

Reachout (Indiana Youth Group Newsletter)

Subject: Youth, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender
Publisher: Indiana Youth Group (IYG)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Indianapolis, IN

a Daily News

Subject: Gay, 1970s
Publisher: Gay Freedom Movement
Publication Country: Jamaica
Publication City: Kingston

Jamaica Gaily News

Subject: Gay, 1970s
Publisher: Gay Freedom Movement
Publication Country: Jamaica
Publication City: Kingston

Joker

Subject: Gay, Entertainment, Alternative local newspaper, 1970s
Publisher: Random Louse
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Madison, WI

Journal of Law and Policy (Brooklyn Law School)

Subject: Families, Gay, Lesbian, Legal, 1990s
Publisher: Brooklyn Law School
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Brooklyn, NY

Journal of Sex Education & Therapy

Subject: Education, Therapy, Psychology, Health, 1980s
Publisher: American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors and Therapists (AASECT)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Journal, The (Lesbian & Gay Caucus, California Democratic Party)

Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: Lesbian & Gay Caucus California Democratic Party
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: West Los Angeles, CA

Just For the Record

Subject: Directory, Mass media, Television, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: New Orleans Gay and Lesbian Television Show
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New Orleans, LA

Just For You (JFY)

Subject: People of Color, Gay male, Entertainment, 1990s
Publisher: Be Open Corporation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Brooklyn, NY
In Touch

Subject: Religious, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

'est

Subject: Directory, Travel, Cruising, Gay
Publisher: The Key West Business Guild
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Key West, FL

5 Connection (Seventh Day Adventists [SDA])

Subject: Religious: Seventh-day Adventist, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: Seventh-day Adventist Gays and Lesbians and Their Friends
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

1 Table: Women of Color Press

Subject: Literary, Catalog, Women, Books, People of Color, Lesbian, Feminist, 1980s
Publisher: Women of Color Press
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Latham, NY

't-zone (German Language)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Entertainment, Comics
Publisher: PRINT SERVICE (Beilsteiner Str., Berlin)
Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Munich

1: A Poetry Journal for Black Lesbians and Gays

Subject: People of Color, Literary
Publication City: (Los Angeles, CA)

'1a (A Poetry Journal for Black Lesbians and Gay Men)

Subject: African-American, Gay, Lesbian, People of Color, 1990s, Literary
Publisher: Blk Publishing Company
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

laraña

Subject: Latina, Latino, Lesbian, Arts, Literary
Publisher: Tatiana de la Tierra
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: El Paso, TX

for the 80's

Subject: Women, 1980s
Publisher: Ladies for the 80's LTD, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Oaklyn, NJ

AI (Lesbian And Gay Archives Roundtable [now known as: InQueeries])

Subject: Occupation Based Organizations, Books, History, Gay, Lesbian, Cornell University
Publisher: Society of American Archives' Lesbian And Gay Archives Roundtable
Publication Country: United States

Λ/ΑΡ (Lesbians and Gays United Against Repression)  
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, Gay liberation movement, Politics, 1980s  
Publisher: Lesbians And Gays United Against Repression (LAGUAR)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Diego, CA

Λ (The Bisexual, Gay Men, Lesbians, and Allies for Diversity Newsletter)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, College/University, Gender issues  
Publisher: B-GLAD (office of UNC-Chapel Hill)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Chapel Hill, NC

Λ Archives of San Diego (Formerly Lesbian and Gay Historical Society of San Diego)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, History  
Publisher: Lambda Archives of San Diego  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Diego, CA

Λ Calendar (Ithaca Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Task Force)  
Subject: Calendar, Community, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Family, Transgender, Cornell University, 2000s  
Publisher: Ithaca Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Task Force  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Ithaca, NY

Λ Circle News  
Subject: News, Gay, 1980s, Alternative local newspaper, Lesbian  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Albany, NY

Λ Letter, The  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Community, 1990s, News  
Publisher: The Lambda Group, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Baton Rouge, LA

Λ Letters, The  
Subject: 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, News, Community, Gay liberation movement  
Publisher: P.R.I.D.E. of Lambda, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Cedar Rapids, IA

Λ Liaison (Newsletter of Lambda Alliance)  
Subject: 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, News, Community  
Publisher: Lambda Alliance (New Jersey)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Eatontown, NJ

Λ Line (News for Brooklyn Lesbians & Gay Men From Lambda Independent Democrats, Brooklyn’s Lesbian & Gay Political Club)  
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, Politics, News, HIV/AIDS, Legal, Gay liberation movement, 1990s  
Publisher: Lambda Independent Democrats  
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Brooklyn, NY

Lambda Literary Awards
Subject: Books, Literary

Lambda Literary Foundation Newsletter
Subject: Literary
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Lambda Louisville News
Subject: 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, News, Alternative local newspaper
Publisher: Lambda Louisville, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Louisville, KY

Lambda Pages (Dallas-Fort Worth)
Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: Lambda Republic, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Dallas, TX

Lambda Times (The Newsletter of Lubbock Lesbian/Gay Alliance)
Subject: 1990s, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Lubbock Lesbian/Gay Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lubbock, TX

Lambda, The
Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, 1970s
Publisher: Central Jersey G.A.A.
Publication Country: United States

Lambda, The (Gay Sports in New York)
Subject: Sports, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: The Lambda
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Village Station, NY

Fan Club Newsletter
Subject: Classifieds, Entertainment, Gay, Latino, Erotica, 1980s
Publisher: Latino Fan Club
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: London Terrace Station, NY

Ber Baeckeker, The
Subject: Directory, Travel, 1960s, Gay
Publisher: Guy Strait
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Ber Health (Office of Gay & Lesbian Health Concerns, New York City Department of Health)
Subject: Health, Government Publication(s), Gay, Lesbian, HIV/AIDS, 1980s
Publisher: Office of Gay & Lesbian Health Concerns, New York City Department of Health
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

ler Labor (The Newsletter for Lesbian/Gay Labor Activists and Supporters)  
Subject: Labor, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s  
Publisher: Lavender Labor  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Oakland, CA

ler Lambda (Geneseo Gay Freedom Coalition, SUNY at Geneseo)  
Subject: 1970s, Gay, Gay liberation movement, College/University, Lesbian, Heterosexuality  
Publisher: Geneseo Gay Freedom Coalition  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Geneseo, NY

ler Line  
Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
Publisher: Organizer's of NYC's Lesbian & Gay Pride Week  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

ler Special, The (A Newsletter Serving the Alfred Gay Community)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, News  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Alfred, NY

ler Umbrella  
Subject: 1980s, Lesbian, Feminist, Women  
Publisher: Lavender Umbrella  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Kansas City, MO

Publication City: (Cambridge, MA)

'L (Lesbian Alumnae of Wellesley Newsletter)  
Subject: College/University, Lesbian  
Publisher: Lesbian Alumnae of Wellesley  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Cambridge, MA

gazine (French Language)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Alternative local newspaper  
Publisher: Imprimerie Saint-Romuald  
Publication Country: Canada  
Publication City: Quebec, QC

.Leap: Shameless Hussy Review  
Subject: Literary, Feminist, Women  
Publisher: Shameless Hussy Press  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Lorenzo, CA

r  
Subject: Physique  
Publisher: Guild Press Ltd
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

*r & Lace*  
Subject: Comics, Erotica, Heterosexual, Lesbian  
Publisher: Aircel Comics (a division of Malibu Graphics, Inc.)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Newbury Park, CA

*r Archives and Museum*  
Publication City: (Chicago, IL)

*r Man*  
Subject: Catalog  
Publication City: (New York, NY)

*r Pride!*  
Subject: s/m, Leather, Pride Parade and Events, 1990s, Gay  
Publisher: Leather Pride Project  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Seattle, WA

*rfolk Connection, The (United Leatherfolk of Connecticut)*  
Subject: Leather, 1990s, Fetish, Gay  
Publisher: United Leatherfolk of Connecticut  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Hartford, CT

(Later known as "Our Legacy") (An Uncommon Legacy Foundation, Inc.)  
Subject: Lesbian, Women  
Publisher: An Uncommon Legacy Foundation, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

*n & Gay Health*  
Publisher: (National Gay Health Education Foundation)  
Publication City: (New York)

*n & Gay Health (National Gay Health Education Foundation)*  
Subject: Health  
Publication City: New York, NY

*n Alliance of Metro Milwaukee*  
Subject: Lesbian, Pride Parade and Events  
Publisher: Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Milwaukee, WI

*n and Gay Directory of Services and Resources (New York Metropolitan Area)*  
Subject: Directory, Community service, Pride Parade and Events, Government Publication(s), Gay, Lesbian  
Publisher: The New York City Office of the Comptroller  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY
n and Gay Labor Network

Subject: Labor, Occupation Based Organizations, Lesbian, Gay, Community service, 1980s, 1990s
Publisher: Lesbian and Gay Labor Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

n and Gay News (Bloomington Gay and Lesbian Alliance)

Subject: 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, News
Publisher: Bloomington Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Bloomington, IN

n and Gay Pink Pages, The (Chicago)

Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: D.A.C. Marketing, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

n and Gay Pink Pages, The (Northwest)

Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian

n Caucus Newsletter (National Women's Studies Association)

Subject: Lesbian, Women, Education, College/University, 1980s
Publisher: National Women's Studies Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Winter Park, FL

n Health Issues Newsletter (National Center for Lesbian Rights)

Subject: Lesbian, Health, 1990s, Women
Publisher: National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

n Mothers' Resource Network (LMRN)

Subject: Parenting, Lesbian, Families, Women, Pride Parade and Events, 1990s
Publisher: Lesbian Mothers' Resource Network (LMRN)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

n Rights Project

Subject: Lesbian, Gay liberation movement
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

n Uprisings

Subject: News
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

n/ Gay Community Service Center of Greater Cleveland (LGCSCGC Annual Report '98)

Subject: Lesbian, Gay, 1990s, Bisexual, HIV/AIDS, Transgender, Community service
Publisher: The Lesbian/Gay Community Service Center of Greater Cleveland (LGCSCGC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cleveland, OH

n/ Gay History Researchers Network Newsletter
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, History, Occupation Based Organizations, 1980s
Publisher: Lesbian Heritage/D.C.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Lesbian/Gay Rights Lobby of Texas
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, Legal, Politics, 1980s
Publisher: Lesbian/Gay Rights Lobby of Texas
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Austin, TX

Lesbians & Gays at Penn (News from)
Subject: College/University, University of Pennsylvania, Gays, Lesbians, News, 1980s
Publisher: Lesbians & Gays at Penn (LGAP)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

Lesbians in Colorado
Subject: Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: Lesbians in Colorado
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Denver, CO

Lespress (German Language)
Subject: Lesbian, Entertainment, 2000s
Publisher: Druckerei Paffenholz
Publication Country: Germany

Letters from Camp Rehoboth
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Gay, Lesbian, Community, Heterosexual, Community services
Publisher: Camp Rehoboth, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rehoboth Beach, DE

LFOC Newsletter (Lesbian Feminist Organizing Committee)
Subject: Lesbian, Feminist, 1980s, Women
Publisher: Lesbian Feminist Organizing Committee (LFOC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

LGAU: Newsletter of the Lesbian/Gay Academic Union of Greater Cincinnati
Subject: Education, College/University, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: The Lesbian/Gay Academic Union of Greater Cincinnati
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cincinnati, OH

LGBC News (Newsletter of the Ontario NDP Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Committee)
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Politics, News, 1990s
Publisher: Ontario NDP Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Committee
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

LRC (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Resource Center)
Subject: Cornell University
Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)
LGLC Newsletter (Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns)  
Subject: News, Gay, Lesbian, Politics  
Publisher: Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Liberation (An Independent Monthly)  
Subject: Race, African-American  
Publisher: Liberation Press  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Liberation and Marxism  
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, Transgender, 1990s, Book reviews, Politics, Military  
Publisher: WW Publishers  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Liberation! (Gay Academic Union of Florida Atlantic University)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Education, College/University, Politics, Pride Parade and Events, News  
Publisher: Gay Academic Union of Florida Atlantic University  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Boca Raton, FL

Libertine Magazine (The International Gay Advertiser)  
Subject: Cruising, Gay, Classifieds  
Publisher: Libertine Publishing  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Liberty (American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU] of Oklahoma)  
Subject: Politics, Legal, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s  
Publisher: American Civil Liberties Union of Oklahoma (ACLU)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Oklahoma City, OK

Liberty for All (LAMBDA Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc.)  
Subject: Politics, Legal, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, HIV/AIDS, 1980s  
Publisher: LAMBDA Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Life Line (Lesbian and Gay Seventh-Day Adventists)  
Subject: Religious, Religious: Seventh-day Adventists, Gay, Lesbian, College/University, Families, Transsexual  
Publisher: Orion Fellowship Alliance, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Life Style: A Lesbian and Gay Magazine  
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, Entertainment  
Publisher: Life Style A Lesbian & Gay Magazine  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Francisco, CA
Lighthouse, The
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1980s
Publisher: Lesbians And Gaymen of Saint John, Inc. (LAGOSJ)
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Saint John, NB

Young
Subject: Erotica

The Interactive College Magazine
Subject: College/University, Heterosexual, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Publisher: Creative Media Generations
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Englewood, NJ

'ussi (German Language)
Subject: Literary, Gay
Publisher: Buchladen Mannerschwan GmbH
Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Hamburg

David
Subject: Gay, Cruising, Classfieds, Travel, 1970s
Publisher: DAVID Publications, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Beyond the Closet
Subject: 1990s, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Legal, Families
Publisher: Beyond the Closet
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Bend, OR

HIV
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publisher: National Association of People with AIDS (NAPWA)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

'O Informacion (Spanish and English Language)
Subject: Latina/Latino, Gay, Lesbian, Politics, 1980s
Publisher: Latino/a Lesbian y Gay Organization
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

'be (The Newsletter of the Log Cabin Club)
Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Legal
Publisher: Log Cabin Club
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

otivo (A Magazine of Sex & Fun from a bisexual perspective)
Subject: Bisexual, Entertainment, Zine, 1990s
Publication Country: United States
London Lesbian & Gay Film Festival (17th Annual)  
**Subject:** Entertainment, 2000s, Gay, Lesbian, Queer, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex  
**Publisher:** The British Film Institute  
**Publication Country:** England  
**Publication City:** London

Los Angeles Dispatch  
**Subject:** News, 1980s, Lesbian, Gay, Pride Parade and Events, HIV/AIDS  
**Publisher:** Lambda Press, Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Los Angeles, CA

*n (Norwegian Language)*  
**Subject:** Gay, Lesbian, Entertainment, 1990s  
**Publication Country:** Norway  
**Publication City:** Oslo

Community News (Lesbian Resource Center)  
**Subject:** Lesbian, Women, News  
**Publisher:** Lesbian Resource Center (Pacific Women's Resources)  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Seattle, WA

*Concerned*  
**Subject:** Religious: Lutheran, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
**Publisher:** Lutherans Concerned  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Chicago, IL

*Concerned (Toronto)*  
**Subject:** Religious: Lutheran, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
**Publisher:** Lutherans Concerned (Toronto)  
**Publication Country:** Canada  
**Publication City:** Toronto, ON

*Concerned Michigan Newsletter*  
**Subject:** Religious: Lutheran, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1980s  
**Publisher:** Lutherans Concerned Michigan  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Ann Arbor, MI

in Gay America  
**Subject:** Catalog, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian  
**Publisher:** Made in Gay America  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Roanoke, VA

*Madison Edge*  
**Subject:** News, Alternative local newspaper, Lesbian, Comics  
**Publisher:** Edge Cooperative  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Madison, WI

Lesbian Feminist Newsletter  
**Subject:** Lesbian, Feminist, 1980s
Publisher: Maine Lesbian Feminist Community
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Belfast, ME

**Gay**

Subject: 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, News
Publisher: Maine Gay Task Force
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Portland, ME

**Mars**

Subject: HIV/AIDS, 1990s
Publisher: Mainliners, Ltd.
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

**Making a Difference (Quarterly Newsletter of the National Association of Lesbian and Gay Gerontologists)**

Subject: Aged, Gay, Lesbian, Occupation Based Organizations
Publisher: The National Association of Lesbian and Gay Gerontologists
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

**Mr Ka Pono (Peace with Justice) Newsletter**

Subject: 1990s, Gay liberation movement
Publisher: American Friends Service Committee-Hawaii Area Program
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Honolulu, HI

**Man (The Stag Magazine)**

Subject: Heterosexual, 1950s, Transgender, Transvestite, Men
Publisher: Picture Magazines, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

**Manifesto: Gay News for the Monterey Bay (The Non-heterosexual Newspaper of the Monterey Bay)**

Subject: News, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, 2000s
Publisher: Manifesto
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Watsonville, CA

**The Gay Directory**

Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher Country: Canada
Publication City: Winnipeg, MB
**Mannerspiegel (German Language)**  
*Subject:* News, Gay, Families  
*Publisher:* PRO FAMILIA Gesellschaft für Sexualberatung und Familienplanung  
*Publication Country:* Germany  
*Publication City:* Frankfurt

**nsa Newsletter, The**  
*Subject:* History, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Heterosexual, 1980s  
*Publisher:* Mariposa Education & Research Foundation  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* New York, NY

**Tours North American Gay Hotel Guidebook**  
*Subject:* Travel, Gay, Directory, 1980s  
*Publisher:* Mark Tours & Travel International, Inc.  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* San Francisco, CA

**Musette Gay & Lesbian Political Caucus (MGLPC) Newsletter**  
*Subject:* Politics

**A Place of Our Own**  
*Subject:* Women, 1980s  
*Publisher:* MATRIX  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* New York, NY

**Mishpocheh (The Gay Synagogue of Washington, D.C.)**  
*Subject:* Religious: Jewish, Gay, Lesbian, 1970s  
*Publisher:* Mishpocheh of Washington, D.C.  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Washington, D.C.

**LA (Municipal Elections Committee of Los Angeles)**  
*Subject:* Politics, 1980s, HIV/AIDS  
*Publisher:* Municipal Elections Committee of Los Angeles (MECLA)  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Los Angeles, CA

**Action (from AIDS Committee of Toronto)**  
*Subject:* HIV/AIDS  
*Publication Country:* Canada  
*Publication City:* Toronto, Ontario

**Monitor (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/ Denver)**  
*Subject:* Mass media, Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, Politics, 1990s  
*Publisher:* Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/ Denver  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Denver, CO

**d'Alert (The National Organization of People with AIDS)**  
*Subject:* HIV/AIDS, Politics, Health, Medicine, 1990s  
*Publisher:* The National Association of People with AIDS  
*Publication Country:* United States  
*Publication City:* Washington, D.C.
Health

Subject: Men, Health
Publisher: Rodale Press
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Emmaus, PA

Work

Subject: Men
Publication City: Ithaca, NY

r (Oregon Resource for Men)

Subject: Gender issues, News, Men, 1990s
Publisher: Mentor
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Portland, OR

'Meilinger Hansen: The Bulletin

Publication City: New York, NY

ronsals

Subject: Entertainment, Classifieds, Heterosexual, Gay, 1980s
Publisher: M.E.T. Publishing, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

orphosis Theater

Subject: Gay arts, Gay, African-American, Race
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

The

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Scranton, PA

ine: The Community News Magazine

Subject: Alternative local newspaper
Publication City: (Hartford, CT)

cene (Metropolitan Gay Style)

Subject: Gay, 1990s, Entertainment
Publisher: Metroscene
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

MGPC News (Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus, also known as Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus)

Subject: Politics, 1990s, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, HIV/AIDS
Publisher: Massachusetts Gay & Lesbian Political Caucus (MGLPC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

*5's Thing (NYC's #1 Entertainment Magazine)*

Subject: Entertainment, Gay, 1980s, Erotica
Publisher: Michael's Thing, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Mid-Hudson Valley AIDS Task Force

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, Medicine
Publisher: Mid-Hudson Valley AIDS Task Force
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: White Plains, NY

*vn Times, The*

Subject: 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Community, News
Publisher: Proton Enterprises, Ltd.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

*st Lobby Days Report (National Gay and Lesbian Task Force)*

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal, 1990s
Publisher: National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

*vt, The (A Socialist Newsweekly)*

Subject: Politics, Legal, Occupation Based Organizations, Labor
Publisher: The Militant
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

MILO National Weight Lifting Champion

Subject: Physique, Men, Health, Catalog
Publisher: Milo Bar Bell Co.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

*Mineshaft, The*

Subject: Gay, Men, Community, Cruising, Leather, Fetish, 1980s
Publisher: The Mineshaft
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Ministry of Light

Subject: Religious: Christian, Gay, Lesbian, HIV/AIDS, 1990s, Bisexual, Youth, Families
Publisher: Ministry of Light
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Anselmo, CA

Minnesota AIDS Project (Newsletter)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, 1980s
Publisher: Minnesota AIDS Project
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN
Morning Due: Journal of Men Against Sexism

Subject: Anti-sexist men, Men, Feminist, 1970s
Publisher: Morning Due Collective (Seattle)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

Star Metropolitan Community Church of Worcester (Newsletter)

Subject: 1980s, Metropolitan Community Church, Gay, Lesbian, Religious, Religious: Christian
Publisher: Metropolitan Community Church of Worcester
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Worcester, MA

Voices (Speaking from the Heart about AIDS)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Families, Politics, Legal, 1990s, Health, Medicine
Publisher: Mothers' Voices
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Movement Research Performance Journal

Subject: Arts, Queer, Gay arts, Lesbian, Gay, Transgender, Gender issues, Drag, Performing arts, Transsexual, Transvestite, 1990s
Publisher: Movement Research, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Manist Reader

Subject: Gay, Leather, Erotica, Classifieds
Publisher: Alternative Publishing Company
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Forestville, CA

Ms.

Subject: Women
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Divers

Subject: Zine, Lesbian, Women, Feminist
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

Women (A Newsletter Especially For Managers & Producers of Women's Music)

Subject: Women, Music, Arts, 1970s, Feminist, Lesbian, Lesbian separatists
Publisher: Sight & Sound Women
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Tongue (A Journal of Yale Bisexual Gay Lesbian Awareness Days)

Subject: 1990s, Yale University, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, College/University
Publisher: My Tongue
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New Haven, CT

PP Sack, The (National Alumni AIDS Prevention Project)
Subject: HIV/AIDS, College/University, Sefer sex, 1990s
Publisher: Jackson State University National Alumni AIDS Prevention Project
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Jackson, MS

NABC Newsletter (National Association of Business Councils)
Subject: Business, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: National Association of Business Councils (NABC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Nameslette (Names Project Newsletter, Friends of the Quilt)
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Community, Community service, 1990s, Television, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Heterosexual, Prisoners, Religious
Publisher: The NAMES Project Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

A Network on Gay, Lesbian, & Bisexual Concerns Newsletter (formerly "Task Force")
Subject: 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Youth, Community service
Publisher: Network on Gay, Lesbian, & Bisexual Concerns (NASPA)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Amherst, MA

The (edited by Cornell alum Andrew Kopkind)
Subject: Queer, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, HIV/AIDS, People of Color, Gender issues, Cornell University, 1990s
Publisher: The Nation Company, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Subject: NGLTF, Politics, Legal, Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, 1980s
Publisher: National Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Gay Health Directory, The (A Compendium of Health Services for Lesbians & Gay Men)
Subject: Gay, Health, Directory, Lesbian, Safer sex, Medicine, 1970s
Publisher: The National Gay Health Coalition Educational Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Institute of Justice AIDS Bulletin
Subject: HIV/AIDS
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Lampoon (special gay issue)
Subject: Humor, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Queer, Comics, Entertainment, Heterosexual, 1970s
Publisher: National Lampoon, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

**Lawyers Guild (AIDS Network)**

**Subject:** HIV/AIDS, Legal, Occupation Based Organizations, 1980s, Politics
**Publisher:** National Lawyers Guild
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** San Francisco, CA

**Queer Arts Festival**

**Subject:** Gay arts, Performing arts, Arts, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, 2000s
**Publisher:** Queer Culture Center
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** San Francisco, CA

**NC Pride Newsletter (North Carolina Lesbian and Gay Pride)**

**Subject:** 1990s, Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Community
**Publisher:** NC Pride (North Carolina Pride)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Charlotte, NC

**NCADV Voice (the official publication of the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence)**

**Subject:** Women and violent crimes, Women, Community service, Lesbian
**Publisher:** National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (NCADV)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

**NCBG Executive Director Reports (A Publication of the National Coalition of Black Gays, Inc.)**

**Subject:** People of Color, Gay, African American, 1980s, Race, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal
**Publisher:** National Coalition of Black Gays, Inc.
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

**NCSSE News (National Coalition to Support Sexuality Education)**

**Subject:** Education, Safer sex, Heterosexual, Gay, Lesbian, Contraception, Legal, Health, Medicine, 1990s
**Publisher:** National Coalition to Support Sexuality Education (NCSSE)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** New York, NY

**Neighbors, The**

**Publication City:** (Denver, CO)

**NetGALA (The Network of Gay/Lesbian Alumni/ae Associations)**

**Subject:** College/University, Education, 1980s, 1990s, Harvard University
**Publisher:** NetGALA (The Network of Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae Associations)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

**Network News (National Network)**

**Subject:** Youth, Unemployment, Politics, 1970s, Politics, Legal, Safer sex, Contraception
**Publisher:** National Network
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

**Network News (The Newsletter of UCLA’s LGBT Faculty/Staff Network)**

**Publication City:** New York, NY
Networker, The (A publication of the Rural AIDS Network)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Medicine, Health, Politics, Legal
Publisher: Rural AIDS Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Santa Fe, NM

IGE: News (Alliance for Gay Equality)

Subject: Politics
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

New Beginnings (Metropolitan Community Church of Ottawa)

Subject: Religious: Christian, Religious, Metropolitan Community Church, 1970s
Publisher: Metropolitan Community Church of Ottawa
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Ottawa, ON

New Boston Review

Subject: Literary, Entertainment, 1970s, Race
Publisher: Boston Critic, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Somerville, MA


Subject: Veterans, Military, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Politics, Occupation Based Organizations, 1990s
Publisher: New England Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans, Inc. (NEGLBV)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Dorchester, MA

New Hampshire Pride Reporter

Subject: Politics, Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, Community
Publisher: New Hampshire Pride
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Danville, NH

New Voice: Gay News for Texas and Louisiana, The

Subject: Lesbian separatists, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Men, Women, Feminist, 1970s, News, Pride Parade and Events
Publisher: Parlee Entertainment, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Willston Part, NY

Republic, The ("Straight America, Gay America")

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Heterosexual, Politics, History, Legal, Gay liberation movement, 1990s
Publisher: The New Republic, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.
'ork Citizens' AIDS Lobby Alert

**Subject:** HIV/AIDS, Politics, Legal, 1990s, News
**Publisher:** New York Citizens' AIDS Lobby
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** New York, NY

'ork City AIDS Lobby Alert

**Subject:** HIV/AIDS, Politics
**Publication City:** (New York, NY)

'ork City Gay Men's Chorus 10th Season

**Subject:** Arts, Gay male
**Publication City:** (New York, NY)

'ork City Volunteer Update

**Subject:** Community service, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Community
**Publisher:** New York City Volunteer Update
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** New York, NY

'ork Insider, The

**Subject:** Entertainment, Cruising, Gay, Lesbian, Drag, Transgender, Bisexual, 1980s
**Publisher:** Insider Marketing
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** New York, NY

'ork Law School of Human Rights

**Subject:** Families, Gay, Lesbian, Legal, Politics, 1990s
**Publisher:** New York Law School
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** New York, NY

'ork Leather S/M

**Subject:** s/m, Entertainment, Directory
**Publication City:** (New York, NY)

'ork State Coalition of Gay Organizations (NYSCGO)

**Subject:** Gay, Lesbian, Community, Occupation Based Organizations, Politics, Legal, Gay liberation movement, 1970s,
**Publisher:** New York State Coalition of Gay Organizations (NYSCGO)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** New York, NY

'ork State Lesbian & Gay Lobby Newsletter

**Subject:** Politics
**Publication City:** Albany, NY

& Views (Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays of Denver [PFLAG])

**Subject:** Parenting, Families, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
**Publisher:** Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays of Denver (PFLAG)
**Publication Country:** United States
**Publication City:** Denver, CO

from GAYPAC
Subject: Cornell University  
Publication City: (Ithaca, NY)

From ICAAC '90  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Medicine, News, Health, 1990s  
Publisher: ICAAC  
Publication Country: United States

From Lambda Legal Defense & Education Fund, Inc.  
Subject: Legal, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1980s  
Publisher: Lambda Legal Defense & Education Fund, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

From Rutgers GALA (Rutgers University Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae)  
Subject: Education, College/University, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, History  
Publisher: Rutgers University Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New Brunswick, NJ

From the Fund For Reunion/Princeton GALA  
Subject: College/University, Education, Community, Princeton University, 1980s  
Publisher: The Fund For Reunion/Princeton GALA  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Princeton, NJ

Jersey: New Jersey Gay Coalition newsletter  
Publication City: (New Brunswick, NJ)

Link (Project of Community Link)  
Subject: News, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Community, 1990s, Pride Parade and Events  
Publisher: Community Link, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Fresno, CA

News of Lesbian and Gay Teachers  
Subject: Gay, Education, Schools, Occupation Based Organizations, Lesbian, 1990s, Youth, Safer sex, Contraception  
Publisher: AFT National Gay and Lesbian Caucus  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Cincinnati, OH

The  
Subject: News, Lesbian, Gay, 1980s  
Publisher: The News Co.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

The  
Subject: Community, News  
Publication City: (Atlanta, GA)

The (A Publication of The Atlanta Gay Center)  
Subject: Community, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1980s, News  
Publisher: The Atlanta Gay Center, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

Newsday (The Newsletter of the Leather Fraternity)
Subject: Gay male, s/m, Leather, Fetish, Erotica, Men, Catalog, Cruising
Publisher: The Leather Fraternity
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Newsletter (Houston Gay & Lesbian Political Caucus [GLPC])
Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Legal, Gay liberation movement, 1980s
Publisher: Houston Gay & Lesbian Political Caucus (GLPC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Houston, TX

Newsletter (International Gay Rights Congress)
Subject: Politics, Legal, 1970s, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: International Gay Rights Congress
Publication Country: Scotland
Publication City: Edinburgh

Newsletter (Pennsylvania Lesbian/Gay Support Network)
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, 1980s, Community, Pride Parade and Events
Publisher: Pennsylvania Lesbian/Gay Support Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Harrisburg, PA

Newsletter (Right to Privacy Political Action Committee)
Subject: Politics, Legal, Gay liberation movement, Lesbian, Gay, 1980s
Publisher: Right to Privacy Political Actions Committee
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Portland, OR

Newsletter (Tompkins County Task Force for Battered Women)
Subject: Women and violent crimes, Women, Cornell University, HIV/AIDS, 1990s
Publisher: Tompkins County Task Force for Battered Women/ Child Sexual Abuse Project (TCTFBW/CSAP)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Ithaca, NY

Newsletter of the ACLU Gay Rights Chapter, The
Subject: Legal, Gay, Lesbian, Politics, Gay liberation movement, 1970s
Publisher: American Civil Liberties Union, Gay Rights Chapter (ACLU)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Newsletter of the Lavender Left
Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Cruising, Legal
Publisher: Lavender Left
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY
**Newsletter, The (Cream City Business Association)**  
Subject: Occupation Based Organizations, Politics, Legal, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, HIV/AIDS  
Publisher: Cream City Business Association (CCBA)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Milwaukee, WI  

**Newsletters (The Feminist Press)**  
Subject: Feminist, Books, Book reviews, Schools, Youth, Gender issues, Women  
Publisher: The Feminist Press  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Old Westbury, NY  

**Next News (A Gay, Lesbian & Generation X Business and Marketing Resource)**  
Subject: Business, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay, Lesbian, Community, 1990s  
Publisher: Next Publishing Corp.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY  

**A Newsletter (National Gay Rights Advocates)**  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Legal, Politics, Gay liberation movement, Military, Veterans  
Publisher: National Gay Rights Advocates (NGRA)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Francisco, CA  

**Night Life (Blueboy Presents)**  
Subject: Cruising, Gay, Legal, Lesbian, Politics, News, 1970s, Gay liberation movement  
Publisher: California Nightlife, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Hollywood, CA  

**Nightlife**  
Publisher: (Blueboy)  
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)  

**Niteline**  
Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Political, Legal, 1980s, Community, News  
Publisher: River Entertaining Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY  

**# Up**  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Gay, Lesbian, Community, Health, Politics, Legal, 1980s  
Publisher: NJ Act Up (NJ AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Teaneck, NJ
1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Community, News, Alternative local newspaper, Families, Politics, Legal
Publisher: J.T.&A., Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

A Law Review (and Los Angeles Times insert on HIV/AIDS and the law)
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Legal, Politics, Medicine, Health, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Race, Education, Schools, College/University,
Publisher: NOVA Southeastern University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Fort Lauderdale, FL

York Woman, The
Subject: Feminist, Women, Alternative local newspaper, Politics, Legal, Gender issues, 1980s
Publisher: National Organization for Women (NOW), New York Chapter, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Voyagers! (The Newsletter for Gay Travelers)
Subject: Travel, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: NOW, VOYAGERS!
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

ring News (a quartery forum for nurturing men...)
Subject: Men, Gay, Families, Parenting, Education, Youth, 1980s
Publisher: Nurturing News
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

A Lesbian Canius News
Subject: Education, Women, Feminist, Lesbian
Publication City: (Wichita, KS)

4C: New York Political Action Council
Subject: Politics, Legal, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, 1970s, 1980s
Publisher: New York Political Action Council (NYPAC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

etter (a publication of the Center for LGBT Life, Duke University)
Subject: LGBT, Duke University, Youth, College/University, Education, Youth
Publisher: Center for LGBT Life, Duke University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Durham, NC

Workers News (OWN)
Subject: Occupation Based Organizations, Labor, 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Publisher: Office Workers Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

. (Ohio Gay Rights Coalition) Newsletter
Subject: Gay, Gay liberation movement, 1970s, Lesbian, Politics, Legal, Community
Publisher: Ohio Gay Rights Coalition
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Columbus, OH

Newsletter (Out In Montana)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Medicine, Health, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal, Prisoners, Gay prisoners
Publisher: Out in Montana, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Missoula, MT

One

Subject: Gay, Entertainment, Men, 1970s
Publisher: Omega Man Magazine Ltd.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Positive Note (The Newsletter of AIDS Service Organizations of Palm Beach County)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Occupation Based Organizations, Medicine, Health, 1990s
Publisher: People With AIDS Coalition of Palm Beach County (PWAC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: West Palm Beach, FL

or Rag

Subject: Zine, Lesbian, Feminist, Lesbian separatists, 1990s
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

or Way (Lesbian Issue) (An Edmonton Women’s Newspaper) (First Lesbian Newspaper in Canada)

Subject: Lesbian, Women, Feminist, News, Alternative local newspaper, 1970s
Publisher: Edmonton Women’s Centre
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Edmonton, AB

rade (...On Parade)

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Community, History
Publisher: Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Media Committee
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

rade (Chicago’s Gay & Lesbian Pride Week Newspaper)

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Community, 1980s, 1970s, History
Publisher: The Gay & Lesbian Pride Week Planning Committee (Gay Pride Week Planning Committee, Inc.)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

Line (Newsletter of the Gay Rights National Lobby) (later known as Capitol Hill)

Subject: Legal, Gay liberation movement
Publisher: Gay Rights National Lobby
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

alendar (ONE Institute)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, History, Transexual, Transgender, Gay liberation movement
Subject: Catalog, Education, College/University, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Heterosexual, Transexual, Transgender, History, 1980s
Publisher: One Institute
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Bay Area Magazine

Subject: Queer, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Drag, Alternative local newspaper, News, Community, 1990s
Publisher: On-Q Partners
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Closest, The (Southern Vermont Lesbians/Gay Men's Coalition)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Community, 1980s, Gay liberation movement, Legal, Politics
Publisher: Southern Vermont Lesbians/Gay Men's Coalition
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Brattleboro, VT

The Gay Rights Report

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Politics
Publisher: Portland Town Council
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Portland, OR

Organizacion Nacional de La Salud de La Mujer Latina (National Latina Health Organization) (Spanish and English language)

Subject: Health, Latina, Latino, Medicine, Safer sex, Contraception, HIV/AIDS, 1990s
Publisher: Organizacion Nacional de La Salud de La Mujer (Latina/National Latina Health Organization)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Oakland, CA

Organizing for Equality (Newsletter of the NGLTF Campus Project)

Subject: NGLTF, Gay, Lesbian, Politics, Legal, Gay liberation movement, 1980s
Publisher: National Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop Catalog

Subject: Literary, Books, Book reviews, 1970s
Publisher: Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY
Ottawa Inside Out

Subject: Politics, 1990s, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Legal
Publisher: Svend Robinson, MP (Ottawa Inside Out)
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Ottawa, ON

OU Update (Oklahoma University)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Education, College/University, News
Publisher: The University of Oklahoma Gay/Lesbian Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Norman, OK

Quarterly (Serving New Jersey's Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Community)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, 1990s, 2000s, News, Alternative local newspaper, Community
Publisher: It's Ours, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Bloomfield, NJ

Priority (Mid-Atlantic Regional Journal of the Society for the Second Self and the Gateway Gender Alliance)

Subject: Transgender, Transsexual, 1980s, Gender issues, Drag, Transvestite, Men, Women, Heterosexual
Publisher: The Society for the Second Self and the Gateway Gender Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Collingswood, NJ

Times (Official Publication of the Palmetto Gay/Lesbian Association)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Pride Parade and Events, Community
Publisher: Palmetto Gay/Lesbian Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Greenville, SC

Our Toronto Weekly

Subject: 1980s, Directory, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Pride Parade and Events, Entertainment
Publisher: Gold-Bar Enterprises
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

Our World: The International Gay Travel Magazine

Publication City: (Daytona Beach, FL)

Out & About

Subject: Travel, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: Out & About
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Out Toronto

Subject: Sports, Travel, Recreation, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: Out & Out Toronto
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

(Newsletter of the Gay Student Union of the University of Delaware)
Publisher: The University of Delaware Gay Student Union
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Newark, DE

*Out About* Box 6
Publication City: (Pittsburgh, PA)

*Out About (Rochester, NY)* Box 6
Subject: Gay, Sports
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rochester, NY

*Out Charlotte (A Cultural Festival Celebrating The Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Community)* Box 6
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Pride Parade and Events, Queer, Community, Alternative local newspaper, 1990s
Publisher: OutCharlotte, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Charlotte, NC

*Good Boston Pride 1987 (17 Years of Lesbian and Gay Pride in Boston)* Box 6
Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, History, Community, 1980s
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

*Black* Box 6
Subject: African-American, Gay
Publication City: Raleigh, NC

*Florida* Box 6
Subject: Entertainment, Gay, 1980s, Men, Cruising, Directory, Classifieds
Publisher: Chiswick Advertising, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Miami, FL

*NY '94* Box 6
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Entertainment, 1990s, Pride Parade and Events, Sports, Recreation, Queer, Drag
Publisher: Out IN NY '94
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

*the Big Sky (Montana Lesbian Coalition)* Box 6
Subject: Lesbian, Legal, Politics, News, Women, Recreation
Publisher: Montana Lesbian Coalition
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Helena, MT

*Out* Box 6
Subject: Entertainment
Publication City: Ann Arbor, MI

*Out Write (A Poetry Journal by Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Youth)* Box 6
Subject: Literary, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Youth, Queer, Safer sex
Publisher: Lambda Community Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Sacramento, CA

ast (Visitor’s Directory & Map) Box 6
Subject: Travel, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Directory, 2000s
Publisher: Pride Guide Publishing
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Halifax, NS

ines Box 6
Subject: Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian, Directory, News, Community
Publisher: AllSet Corporation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cleveland, OH

k Box 6
Subject: Religious
Publication City: (Los Angeles, CA)

k Box 6
Subject: Alternative local newspaper, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, Community, Politics, Legal
Publisher: Outlook Publishing, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Columbus, OH

ok (The Weekly Newsletter of The Metropolitan Community Church of the Resurrection) Box 6
Subject: Religious, Metropolitan Community Church, Gay, Lesbian, Religious: Christian, 1990s
Publisher: Metropolitan Community Church of teh Resurrection, Houston
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Houston, TX

Outpostings Community Center News (Serving the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender communities of Champaign-Urbana and surrounding areas) Box 6
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Community, News, Community service, 1990s, Directory
Publisher: OUTpost Community Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Champaign, IL

Outrageous Women (A Journal of Woman-to-Woman S/M) Box 6
Subject: s/m, Lesbian, Women, Fetish, 1980's, Community
Publisher: Outrageous Women
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Somerville, MA

Outspoken (Newsletter of the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission [IGLHRC]) Box 6
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, Bisexual, Men, Women, 1990s
Publisher: International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commision (IGLHRC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Outword! Box 6
Subject: Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1990s, Politics, News, Community, Health, Book reviews
Publisher: Pride Publishing, Inc.
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Calgary, AB

Outwords (Buffalo's Queer Communities' Newspaper)
Subject: Safer sex, Contraception, Race, Queer, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Legal, News, Politics, HIV/AIDS, Military, 1990s
Publisher: SKA Graphics, Ltd.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Buffalo, NY

Outwords (The Out For Equity Newsletter)
Subject: Education, College/University, Schools, Families, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Community service, 1990s
Publisher: Out for Equity
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Paul, MN

: Proud. Out. Loud. (News from the New Mexico Lesbian & Gay Political Alliance)
Subject: Politics, Legal, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Gay liberation movement
Publisher: New Mexico Lesbian & Gay Political Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Albuquerque, NM

Notes (Newjournal of the Physicians Association for AIDS Care)
Subject: Health, HIV/AIDS, Occupation Based Organizations, Medicine, 1990s
Publisher: PAAC Publishing, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Chicago, IL

Subject: Gay male
Publication City: (Washington, DC)

Passage
Subject: 1980s, Alternative local newspaper, News, Calandar, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Performing arts, Arts
Publisher: Lambda Arts, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Honolulu, HI

: Fred Halsted's Journal of Men, Fact & Opinion
Publication City: (Los Angeles, CA)

The (A Comprehensive Directory of Hawaii's Gay-Supportive Businesses, Organizations, and Services)
Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Business, Community, 1990s
Publisher: Lifestyle Publishing Co., Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Honolulu, HI

Athena (The Network/Publication by & for Woman Veterans)
Subject: Women, Veterans, Military, Lesbian, Heterosexual, 1990s
Publisher: The Pallas Athena Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New Market, VA

Gay News (formerly "Update for Action")
Subject: News, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1980s, College/University
Publisher: North West Gay Peoples Alliance, Inc. / Gay People's Alliance, Washington State University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Moscow, ID

., The (for our community) Box 6
Subject: Community, News, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Pride Parade and Events, Military, Legal, Politics, Calendar, 1980s
Publisher: The Community Center (Boise, Idaho)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boise, ID

Friends of Gays ("National News") (now PFLAG) Box 6
Subject: Families, Parenting, Gay, News, Lesbian, Community, 1970s, 1980s
Publisher: NF/PFG, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Friends of Gays of Phoenix Box 6
Subject: Families, Parenting, Gays, Lesbians, 1980s, Community, Heterosexual
Publisher: Parents and Friends of Gays of Phoenix
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Phoenix, AZ

Friends of Lesbians and Gays Atlanta (Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians and Gays) Box 6
Subject: Families, Gay, Lesbian, Heterosexual, Parenting, News
Publisher: Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians and Gays, Atlanta (PFLAG)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

Gayzette, The Box 6
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Bisexual, Pride Parade and Events
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

Brigade (Embracing The Lesbian And Gay Freedom Movement) Box 6
Subject: Sexual liberation, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Feminist, Anti-sexist men, Zine
Publisher: Passion Brigade / LGFM (Lesbian and Gay Freedom Movement)
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

rt Box 6
Subject: Travel, Gay, Entertainment
Publisher: Q Communications, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

ork (California Association of Gay Student Organizations) Box 6
Subject: 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, Politics, Legal, Education, Schools, College/University, Occupation Based Organizations
Publisher: California Association of Gay Student Organizations
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Venice, CA
Notes (Partisan Defense Committee) (Class-Struggle Defense Notes)  
Box 6

Subject: 1980s, Politics, Legal, Prisoners, Labor, Sexual liberation, Books, Sexual liberation  
Publisher: PDC (Partisan Defense Committee)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

(Publication of Digital Queers)  
Box 6

Subject: 1990s, Queer, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
Publisher: Digital Queers  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Letter (Washington Peace Center)  
Box 6

Subject: Race, Schools, Education, College/University, Gender issues, History, Politics, Legal, 1980s  
Publisher: Washington Peace Center  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Pentecostal Coalition (Newsletter of the Pentecostal Coalition for Human Rights / "Supporting Black, Hispanic, Women’s, and Gay Liberation")  
Box 6

Publisher: The Pentecostal Coalition for Human Rights  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Perspectives (A special publication of the Canadian AIDS Society) (French and English Language)  
Box 6

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, Health, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Race, Women, Men, Gender issues, Community, Disability Issues, 1990s  
Publisher: Canadian AIDS Society  
Publication Country: Canada  
Publication City: Ottawa, ON

PersuAsian (Newsmagazine for the Gay Asian & Pacific Islander Men of New York [GAPIMNY])  
Box 6

Subject: Asian American, Pacific Islander, Gay, Men, Asian, Community, 2000s  
Publisher: Gay Asian & Pacific Islander Men of New York (GAPIMNY)  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Quarterly  
Box 6

Publication City: (Beverly Hills, CA)

Phaedrus (A Journal of Integrity/Central Indiana)  
Box 6

Publisher: Integrity / Central Indiana  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Indianapolis, IN

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (In Development: AIDS Medicines, Drugs, and Vaccines)  
Box 6

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Medicine, Occupation Based Organizations, Health, Business, 1980s, 1990s, Government Publication(s)  
Publisher: Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association / American Foundation for AIDS Research / FDA
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Epsilon (A New International Sorority for Femmepersonators)  
Subject: Transgender, Transsexual, Transvestite, Drag, Gender issues, Heterosexual, Men, Women, 1960s  
Publisher: Phi Pi Epsilon  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

Philadelphia Area Gaylaxians Newsletter  
Subject: Gay trekkies, Gay, Entertainment, Community, 1990s  
Publisher: Philadelphia Area Gaylaxians  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

PHOTOS Catalog  
Subject: Physique, Catalog, Men in art, Arts, Men, 1990s  
Publisher: PHOTOS Catalog  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Santa Clara, CA

(Philadelphia's True Alternative Newspaper for the Gay and Lesbian Community)  
Publisher: Pillar Publishing  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Salt Lake City, UT

Pink Ink (Thailand's Gay & Lesbian Monthly)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Transsexual, Safer Sex, Community, Community service  
Publisher: Nick Wilde and Jennifer Bliss  
Publication Country: Thailand  
Publication City: Bangkok

Pink Pathways (Southwestern Ontario's Community Connection)  
Subject: Directory, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Queer, Community  
Publisher: Pink Pathways Publishing  
Publication Country: Canada  
Publication City: London, ON

Pink Thylacines (The Magazine of the Tas. Gay & Lesbian Rights Group)  
Subject: Lesbian, Gay, 1990s, Gay liberation movement, Community, News, Religious: Anglican  
Publisher: The Tasmania Gay & Lesbian Rights Group  
Publication Country: Australia  
Publication City: Hobart, TAS

Pink Triangle Report, The (The Newsletter of Kansas City's Gay and Lesbian Political Coalition)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Politics, Legal, HIV/AIDS, Anti-violence, Gay liberation movement  
Publisher: The Pink Triangle Political Coalition  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Kansas City, MO

Piss and Vinegar  
Author: Michael Petrelis  
Subject: 1980s, HIV/AIDS, 1990s, Politics, Legal, Gay liberation
movement, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Michael Petrelis
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Pgh Gay Times
Publication City: (Pittsburgh, PA)

of Interest
Subject: Travel

plain brown rapper (An Information Digest)
Subject: HIV/AIDS, Gay, Lesbian, Parenting, Families, Politics, Schools, Education, Youth, Health, Medicine, Politics, Legal, Book reviews, 1980s, Race, African-American
Publisher: Omnium Gatherum, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Diego, CA

Talk
Subject: Families, Gay, Lesbian, Parenting, 1990s, Youth
Publisher: We Are Family Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Charleston, SC

Planned Parenthood Public Affairs (PPPA) Weekly Newsletter
Subject: Health, Medicine, Sexual liberation, Contraception, Safer sex, 1980s, Politics, Legal
Publisher: Planned Parenthood
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Pop Shop (Keith Haring)
Subject: Catalog, Arts, HIV/AIDS, 1990s
Publisher: The Estate of Keith Haring
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Population Reports
Subject: Race, Gender issues, Men, Women, Contraception, Safer sex, 1980s
Publisher: Population Information Program, The Johns Hopkins University
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Baltimore, MD

Exchage, The (A Newsletter for Women on the Sexual Fringe)
Author: Pat Califia
Subject: s/m, Fetish, Lesbian, Women, Gender issues, Transgender, 1980s, HIV/AIDS
Publisher: Editrix Pat Califia
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Richmond Hill, NY

Woman (A Newsletter of Saskatoon Women's Liberation)
Subject: Feminist, Lesbian, Lesbian separatists, Women, Gender issues, Labor, Politics, Legal, Gay, Gay liberation movement, 1970s, 1980s
Publisher: Saskatoon Women's Liberation
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Saskatoon, SK
Subject: Erotica, Gay male
Publication City: (Minneapolis, Minn.)

(Treatment Programs for Sex Offenders)

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Legal, Politics, 1980s
Publisher: National IMPACT Education Fund
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Subject: 1970s, Government Publication(s), Prisoners, Gay prisoners, Legal, Politics, Therapy, Psychology, Medicine, Health
Publisher: National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Admin., USDoJ
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Community, Queer, 1990s
Publisher: The Queens Lesbian and Gay PRIDE (QLGPC) Committee
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, 2000s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender
Publisher: Pride Toronto
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Queer, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 2000s
Publisher: The LOFT (The Lesbian and Gay Community Services Center Inc.)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: White Plains, NY

Subject: 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, Politics, Legal
Publisher: The Pride Publishing Company
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Phoenix, AZ

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Community, Directory
Publisher: Pride Source Corporation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Farmington, MI

Subject: 1990s, Race, Gender issues, Legal, Politics, News, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian, HIV/AIDS
Publisher: AU Courant, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA
Prime Time Vacations for Men

**Subject:** Gay, Travel, Men, 2000s  
**Publisher:** Prime Time Vacations For Men, Inc.  
**Publication Country:** Canada  
**Publication City:** Toronto, ON

*The (Community Alternative News and Views)*

**Subject:** Alternative local newspaper, News, Legal, Politics, 1990s, Military, Veterans, Health, Medicine  
**Publisher:** Progressive Newspaper, Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Chapel Hill, NC

*News*

**Subject:** 1980s, College/University, Education, Legal, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, HIV/AIDS, Youth  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Philadelphia, PA

*Project Update (NGLTF)*

**Subject:** NGLTF, 1980s, Politics, Legal, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Heterosexual, Gay liberation movement  
**Publisher:** National Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Washington, D.C.

*MOVE bulletin (maximizing options in vocational education)*

**Subject:** Education, College/University, Schools, Gender issues, Anti-sexist men, Men, Occupation Based Organizations  
**Publisher:** Project MOVE (NYS Education Department), Office of Occupational and Continuing Education  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Utica, NY

*of our Past / Looking to the Future (The Official Guide to Lesbian & Gay Pride Weeks in Boston)*

**Subject:** Pride Parade and Events, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
**Publisher:** The Boston Lesbian & Gay Pride Committee  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Boston, MA

*Provincetown Banner*

**Subject:** News, Classifieds, Alternative local newspaper, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Community, Politics  
**Publisher:** Provincetown Banner, Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Provincetown, MA

*Provincetown Directory*

**Subject:** Directory

*Provincetown Mirror, The*
Public Health Update

Subject: Health, HIV/AIDS, 1980s, Medicine, Politics, Legal
Publisher: Public Health Foundation (Established by the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Puce Mongoose, The

Subject: Women, 1970s, Feminist, Gender issues, Legal, Politics
Publisher: United Sisters
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Garwood, NJ

Pussy Grazer

Subject: Zine, Women, Lesbian, Transgender, Transsexual, Drag, Transvestite, Men, Gender Issues, Gay, Queer, 1990s
Publisher: Sexual Orgasm Productions
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

- RAG (Prisoners with AIDS-Rights Advocacy Group)

Subject: Prisoners, HIV/AIDS, Politics, 1980s, Medicine, Health, Legal
Publisher: Prisoners With AIDS - Rights Advocacy Group
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Milan, MI / Milwauke, WI

PwglA: Prince William Gay and Lesbian Association Newsletter (now known as Equality Prince William)

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, Community service, Legal, Politics, 1980s
Publisher: Prince William Gay and Lesbian Association (PWGLA)
Publication Country: United States
Subject: Entertainment, Queer, Drag, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Leather, Classifieds, 1990s
Publisher: Q Press
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Wilkes-Barre, PA

Subject: Gay male, Gay, 1970s, Performing arts, Men, Arts, Physique, Travel
Publisher: Q-Centaur, Ltd.
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

subject: Gay, Alternative local newspaper, Queer, News, 1980s
Publisher: Push Press
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Vancouver, BC

(Newsletter of the Grand Jury Project, Inc.)
Subject: 1980s, Legal, Politics, News
Publisher: Grand Jury Project, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Queer (German language)
Subject: Queer, 2000s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Drag, Entertainment, News, Fetish, s/m, Comics
Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Berlin

Exchange, The (A unique offering of lesbian and gay courses for the outrageous, artistic, socially conscious and/or mind-probing individual.)
Subject: Education, 1990s, Directory
Publisher: The Toronto Centre for Lesbian and Gay Studies
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

Muse (Newsletter of the Alliance for Lesbian and Gay Concerns / A professional Interest Committee of The American Association of Museums)
Subject: History, Archives, Occupation Based Organizations, Education, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Publisher: Alliance for Lesbian and Gay Concerns, The American Association of Museums
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Pages (East Bay Edition 2006)
Subject: Directory, 2000s, Queer, Community, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender
Publisher: Eastbay Voice.org
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Oakland, CA

(Tennessee’s Lesbian & Gay Newsweekly)

Subject: 1990s, Lesbian, Gay, Alternative local newspaper, News, Queer, Bisexual, Legal, Politics, Gay liberation movement
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Nashville, TN

Magazine

Subject: Gay, Men, 1990s, Entertainment, Safer sex, HIV/AIDS, Community
Publisher: DPBBB Enterprises, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Denver, CO

(for dykes of all sexual persuasions)

Subject: Lesbian erotica, Erotica, Safer sex, s/m, Leather, Fetish, Women, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: Quim
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

River to River

Subject: 1980s, Alternative local newspaper, News, Arts, HIV/AIDS, Gay
Publisher: R2R, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Radiance: A Publication for Large Women

Subject: Women, People of size, 1980s, Gender issues, Feminist
Publisher: Radiance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Oakland, CA

Radical & Proud (The Newsletter of The National Lesbian and Gay Caucus of The New Alliance Party)

Subject: Politics, Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Legal, 1980s
Publisher: The National Lesbian and Gay Caucus of The New Alliance Party
Publication Country: United States

Radical Reviewer, The (Canada’s only radical/feminist book review and literary tabloid)

Subject: Feminist, 1980s, Women, Literary, Gender issues, Lesbian, Heterosexual
Publisher: The Radical Reviewer
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Vancouver, BC


Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Community, 1990s, Entertainment, Business
Publisher: Rainbow Directory, Inc.
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, Ontario

Rainbow Families (Newsletter for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender [GLBT Parents])

Subject: Families, Parenting, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, 1990s, Community
Publisher: Rainbow Families
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN
Rainbow Pages of Greater Louisville (A resource for the gay, lesbian and bisexual community)  
**Subject:** Directory, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1990s, Queer, Community  
**Publisher:** Design Publications  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Louisville, KY

**Subject:** News, Aged, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Community  
**Publisher:** The Society for Senior Gay and Lesbian Citizens  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Los Angeles, CA

'er  
**Publication City:** (Sacramento, CA)

'z Rave  
**Subject:** Zine, Transgender, Trassexual, Drag, Queer, Gay, Men, HIV/AIDS, Comics  
**Publisher:** Miss Rant and Miss Rave at the House of Lillian  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** San Francisco, CA

zg Paper (For and About Gay MidAmerica)  
**Subject:** 1970s, Gay, Men, Prisoners, Entertainment, News, Alternative local newspaper  
**Publisher:** Park Lane Associates  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Toledo, OH

Rehobeth Beach Gayzette  
**Publication City:** (Rehobeth Beach, DE)

1 (River City Business Association) Newsletter  
**Subject:** Business, Occupation Based Organizations, 1980s  
**Publisher:** River City Business Association (RCBA)  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Sacramento, CA

'his Queers (published anonymously by queers)  
**Subject:** Queer, Gay liberation movement, Heterosexual, Gender issues, 1990s, History, Politics, Legal  
**Publisher:** Windy City Times  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Chicago, IL

'je Guide: Magazine of Marital and Sexual Knowledge (1950's)  
**Subject:** Check (This is REALITY CHECK a voice in a world living with HIV and AIDS)  
**Publisher:** HIV/AIDS, 1990s, Medicine, Health, Literary  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Santa Fe, NM

Subject: Literary, Women, Gender issues, Feminist, 1970s  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Norfolk, VA
Subject: Literary, Arts
Publication City: (New York, NY)

Report to the Community from the San Francisco AIDS/KS Foundation, A

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Medicine, Health, 1980s
Publisher: San Francisco AIDS/KS Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Resource Center Report (Newsletter of the Gay and Lesbian Resource Center)

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Politics, Legal
Publisher: The Gay and Lesbian Resource Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Des Moines, IA

Resources, Research and Reviews (The "3Rs" Newsletter For Sexuality Educators)

Subject: Birth control, Contraception, 1980s
Publisher: Sexuality Education Resources Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Ithaca, NY

Subject: Gay liberation movement
Publication City: New York, NY

Response to the Victimization of Women and Children (Journal of the Center for Women and Policy Studies)

Subject: Women, Women in politics, Women and violent crimes, Anti-violence, Feminist, Families, Parenting, Legal, Politics, 1980s
Publisher: The Center for Women Policy Studies
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Revolution NOW (The Future is Revolution NOW / Souvenir Journal The National Organization for Women)
Subject: Feminist, Women, Gender issues, 1970s
Publisher: The National Organization for Women (NOW)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

True Crime Exposes

Subject: 1950s, Heterosexual, Entertainment
Publisher: J.B. Publishing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

French language)

Subject: 1980s, Men, Gay, Entertainment
Publisher: Imprimerie Nationale
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Montreal, QC

Gay, Lesbian

Subject: 1990s, Men, Gay, Entertainment
Publisher: GACHEP (Gay Asian Community Health Empowerment Project)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

Angle, The

Subject: Politics, Gay, Lesbian
Publication Country: New York, NY

St. Louis Pride (St. Louis' 9th Annual Celebration of Lesbian & Gay Pride)

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: St. Louis Lesbian and Gay Pride Celebration Committee
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Louis, MO

Aged, Gay, Lesbian

Subject: Aged, Gay, Lesbian
 Publication City: (Forest Hills, NY)

(Rochester Lesbian Action Coalition)

Subject: Lesbian, Politics, Legal, 1990s
Publisher: Rochester Lesbian Action Coalition (RLAC)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rochester, NY

Eine Zeitung der Schwulen Bewegung (German language)

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Alternative local newspaper, News, Community, History, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1970s
Publication Country: Germany

Gay Traveller

Subject: Travel, Gay
Publisher: RSVP Travel Productions, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MI

Rubyfruit Readher: A Lesbian Communiqué
Subject: 1970s, Lesbian, Literary, Zine
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Felton, CA

(Sonoma County Women's News Journal) Box 7

Subject: Women, News, 1970s, Women, Literary, Book reviews
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cotati, CA

Voce: San Antonio's Christian News & Events Publication article from "Focus on the Family" Box 7

Subject: Religious: Christian

Voce (San Antonio's Christian News and Events Publication) Box 7

Publisher: Metro Voice Publishing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Antonio, TX

San Antonio Lesbian & Gay Freedom Fair Box 7

Subject: 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Pride Parade and Events, Community
Publisher: Freedom Week Committee (Sacramento)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Sacramento, CA

SAGE Newsletter (Senior Action in a Gay Environment, Inc.) Box 7

Subject: Aged, Gay, Lesbian, Community, 1980s
Publisher: SAGE (Senior Action in a Gay Environment, Inc.)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

SAGE Publications: Senior Action in a Gay Environment, Inc.

Subject: Aged
Publication City: New York, NY

SAGE Voices: Senior Action in a Gay Environment, Inc.

Subject: Aged
Publication City: New York, NY

San Antonio Community News Box 7

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, News, Alternative local newspaper, 2000s
Publisher: San Antonio Community News
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Antonio, TX

San Antonio Unity Yellow Pages Box 7

Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Community, 1990s
Publisher: Apex Publishing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Antonio, TX

San Francisco Free Press Box 7

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, Alternative local newspaper, Politics, Legal, Bisexual, News, 1960s
Publisher: San Francisco Free Press
Publication Country: United States
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication City</th>
<th>Subject Description</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Publication Country</th>
<th>Publication City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studio City, CA</td>
<td>Veterans, Military, 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual</td>
<td>San Diego Veterans Association</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio City, CA</td>
<td>Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian</td>
<td>San Diego Veterans Association</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Atlantic City, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS, News, Medicine, Health, 1990s</td>
<td>SEARCH Alliance</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City, NJ</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS, Native Americans, 1990s</td>
<td>The National Native American AIDS Prevention Center</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Oakland, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, CA</td>
<td>Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian</td>
<td>SEARCH Alliance</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Oakland, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, CA</td>
<td>Women, Literary, Gender issues, Politics, Legal, 1970s</td>
<td>National Coalition Against Censorship</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Gay, Lesbian, Political, Legal, Gay liberation movement</td>
<td>National Coalition of Gay Sexually Transmitted Disease Services (NCGSTDS)</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Milwaukee, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, VA</td>
<td>Prisoners, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Legal, Political</td>
<td>Sexual Minority Prisoners Caucus, Washington State Reformatory</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Monroe, VA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional Publications

- **A Newsletter (San Diego Veterans Association)**
- **Sea-gull, The (..."Moving On"...)**
- **light (A Publication of Search Alliance)**
- **s: The National Native Americans AIDS Prevention Center Quarterly**
- **Class, Working Class**
- **us Closet Drawings of A.B.**
- **night, The: Women, Censorship and "Pornography" (A Conference Report)**
- **Health Reports**
- **Minority Prisoners Caucus (Washington State Reformatory)**
Subject: Catalog, Erotica, 1990s, Men, Women, Masturbation, Heterosexual, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: The Sexuality Library
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Sexually Transmitted Diseases (Abstracts & Bibliography)

Subject: Health, Medicine, Safer sex, Contraception, Men, Women, Heterosexual, Government
Publication(s), 1970s
Publisher: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Public Health Service; CDC
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

Newsletter (Sociologists’ Gay Caucus)

Subject: Education, College/University, Occupation Based Organizations, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s
Publisher: Sociologists’ Gay Caucus
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

SNES Newsletter

Subject: African-American, People of Color, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: The Society of Homosexuals of African Descent of Essex & Southward, Inc. (SHADES)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Newark, NJ

She Magazine (For Women in Touch with Women)

Subject: 1980s, Women, Lesbian, Occupation Based Organizations, Literary, Entertainment
Publisher: Trudy DeMichael
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hollywood, FL

SheBiz (Directory and Commentary of Women In Business)

Subject: Women, Business, 1980s, Gender issues, Directory
Publisher: SheBiz
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Albans, NY

Subject: Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian, 2000s
Publisher: PTM Enterprises, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Roanoke, VA

Monde (French language)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, 1980s
Publication Country: France
Publication City: Paris

SIECUS Dispatch (A Publication for SIECUS [Sex Information and Education Council of teh US])

Subject: Education, Safer sex, Contraception, 1980s
Publisher: SIECUS (Sex Information and Education Council of the US)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Long Island City, NY

...
Subject: Gay, Men, Entertainment, Fetish, Drag, Arts, Cruising, Erotica, 1990s
Publisher: D. Rex Tor
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: North Hollywood, CA

*un teras* (*A Gay Latino Journal*) (*Spanish and English language*)

Subject: Latina, Latino, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, People of Color
Publisher: Sin Fronteras
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Denver, CO

*and AIDS Coalition Newsletter*

Subject: HIV/AIDS, 1990s, Community, Health, Medicine
Publisher: Siouxland HIV/AIDS Coalition
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Sioux City, IA

*r's Mates*

Subject: Classifieds
Publication City: (Danville, KY)

*The (of the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender communities of the bay area)*

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, News, Entertainment, 2000s, Community
Publisher: The Marin Stonewall Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Corte Madera, CA

*When Wet (Bisexual, Penetration-positive, Queer)*

Subject: Bisexual, Entertainment, Queer, Erotica, Sexual libertaion, 1990s
Publisher: More! Productions
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Berkeley, CA

*Schwul Lesbische Studien Bremen* (*German language*)

Subject: Lesbian, 1990s, Book reviews, Books
Publication Country: Germany
Publication City: Bremen

*Slut Mag*

Subject: Zine, Women, Gender issues, Entertainment, 1990s
Publisher: Slut Mag Press
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

*Snippets: A Mélange of Women* (*University Heights Ohio*)

Subject: Literary, Gender issues, Parenting, Women, Poetry, 1980s
Publisher: The Pin Prick Press
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: University Heights, OH

*for the Scientific Study of Sex, Inc., The (The Society Newsletter)*

Subject: Education, College/University, Occupation Based Organizations, Health, Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, 1980s
Publisher: The Society for the Scientific Study of Sex, Inc. (SSSS)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

_The Sodomite Invasion_

Subject: Gay, Literary, Men, Cruising, Education, College/University, 1990s
Publisher: College Printers
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Vancouver, BC

_The SoMo News Connection_

Subject: News, Gay, Bisexual, 1990s, Community, News, Political, Legal
Publisher: College Printers
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Tecumseh, MO

_Sun & Health_

Subject: Nudism, Erotica

_translation in process_

Subject: Literary, Gay, Lesbian, Poetry, 1980s
Publisher: Howard Quinn Printing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

_The: The Ultimate Gay Community Directory_

Subject: Directory, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, 1990s, Community
Publisher: Three Dollar Bill, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

_Lambda Quarterly_

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Community, 1980s, Alternative local newspaper
Publisher: Three Dollar Bill, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

_Advocate_

Subject: 1980s, Politics, Legal, Gay liberation movement
Publisher: Equal Rights Congress, Southern Region
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

_Comfort_

Subject: Gay, Erotica
Publisher: HOT! Publishing Company
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Atlanta, GA

_Political Report_

Subject: Politics, Legal, 1980s
Publisher: Hastings Wyman, Jr.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

_The Sower_

Subject: Religious, Metropolitan Community Church, 1980s, Religious: Christian
Publisher: Metropolitan Community Church Wichita
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Wichita, KS

Subject: 1990s, Drag, Entertainment, Alternative local newspaper
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Wilkes-Barre, PA

*A Press for the Rest of Us*

Subject: Good News Letter
Publication City: Wilkes-Barre, PA

Spartacus: Good News Letter

Subject: News, Gay, 1970s
Publisher: Spartacus
Publication Country: The Netherlands
Publication City: Amsterdam

of the Androgyne

Subject: 1970s, Transgender, Gender, Gender issues, Religious, Religious: Spiritual, Religious: Church of the Androgyne, Religious: Christian
Publisher: Church of the Androgyne
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Denver, CO

Space

Publication City: (New York, NY)

Space (Newsletter of Hibbs Gallery of Visual and Arts Center)

Subject: Visual arts, 1980s, Gay arts
Publisher: The Hibbs Gallery and Visual Arts Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Staff Notes (newsletter for the staff of Seattle Gay Clinic)

Publication City: Seattle, WA

Subject: Literary, 1950s
Publication Country: England
Publication City: London

*’d Masque: Art and Literary Journal of Queer Expression from Stanford University*

Subject: Arts, Literary, Stanford University, College/University, Queer, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay arts
Publisher: Stanford University, Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community Center
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Palo Alto, CA

*’ast: News from the Saint*

Publication City: (New York)

*’ast: News from the Saint*
**Subject:** Entertainment, Military, 1980s, Alternative local newspaper  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** New York, NY

*woman, The*  
**Subject:** Politics, Women, 1990s, Gender issues, Feminist, Politics  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Madison, WI

*Magazine (Straight Answers for Gay Guys)*  
**Subject:** Gay male, Cruising, 1970s  
**Publisher:** Club Bath Chain Association (CBC)  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Miami, FL

*all Union News*  
**Publication City:** (Columbus, OH)

*n' Down 5th (CSLDC-Christopher Street Liberation Day Committee)*  
**Publication City:** New York, NY

*All Male Action Newspaper*  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** (New York, NY)

*Male Illustrated*  
**Subject:** Literary, Erotica

*Male Nudist Review*  
**Subject:** Erotica, Nudism

*in the City: Guide to Atlanta*  
**Subject:** Directory, Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1990s  
**Publisher:** Southern Voice  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Atlanta, GA

*st Community Voice*  
**Subject:** 2000s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, Community, Transgender  
**Publisher:** Momentum Publishing  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Sarasota, FL

*News, The*  
**Subject:** Religious: Christian, Metropolitan Community Church, 1990s  
**Publisher:** Metropolitan Community Church of Toronto  
**Publication Country:** Canada  
**Publication City:** Toronto, ON

*Swing San Diego*  
**Subject:** Gay, Lesbian, Gay, Alternative local newspaper, 1990s  
**Publisher:** SWERVE  
**Publication Country:** Canada  
**Publication City:** Winnipeg, MB
Subject: Directory, Cruising, Swingers, 1980s  
Publisher: Dawn Media  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Diego, CA

*the Pussy (STP)*  
Subject: Lesbian, Queer, Women, Feminist, 1990s  
Publisher: STP (Swing The Pussy)  
Publication Country: New York  
Publication City: Brooklyn, NY

*rs Behind Bars (America's First Publication for Liberated Men and Women in Prison)*  
Subject: Erotica, Heterosexual, Swingers, Prisoners  
Publisher Country: United States  
Publication City: East Hartford, CT

*Gay Guide (1981)*  
Subject: Directory, Gay, Alternative local newspaper, 1980s  
Publisher: Gay Society of teh University of New South Wales  
Publication Country: Australia  
Publication City: Sydney

*Technical Assistance Newsletter*  
Subject: HIV/AIDS  
Publisher: National Minority AIDS Council  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

*Taiwan Awakening*  
Publication Country: Taiwan  
Publication City: Taipei

*Take Action! Networking Calendar*  
Publisher: Oregon PeaceWorks- Eugene Chapter  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Eugene, OR

*Taste of Latex*  
Subject: lesbian  
Publication City: (San Francisco, CA)

*(the Dorian Group) Newsletter*  
Subject: Gay liberation movement  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Seattle, WA

*Technical Assistance Reports (United States Conference of Mayors AIDS/HIV Program)*  
Subject: HIV/AIDS  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.
ports from the gay nation

Publication City: (New York, NY)

\'ag

Subject: Gay youth, Entertainment, Comics, Zine, Youth, Gay, Gay male
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Seattle, WA

A International

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, 1990s, Politics, Legal
Publisher: The International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hollywood, CA

see Gay & Lesbian Coalition Newsletter

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Nashville, TN

\'pe

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Terre Haute, IN

Gay Veterans

Subject: Veterans, Lesbian, Gay, Military
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Fort Worth, TX

NOW Times

Subject: Feminist, Women
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Arlington, Texas

Women's Political Times

Subject: Politics, Women
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Austin, TX

All May Freely Serve* Newsletter

Subject: Religious, Religious: Christian
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rochester, NY

ridge: Connecting Perspectives To Create Community

Subject: Gay, Lesbian
Publication City: Knoxville, TN

ridge: Dignity/ Brooklyn

Publication City: (New York, NY)

\'re This Time

Subject: People of Color
Publisher: DC Coalition of Black Gay Men and Women
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.
**Guide for '69 (Vagabond World Guide)**

**Subject:** Travel, Directory, Gay, Gay male, Community, International  
**Publisher:** Vagabond World Guide

**Hetrick-Martin Institute (Presents The Sixth Annual Emery S. Hetrick Awards)**

**Subject:** LGBT youth, Education, Community service, Gay, Lesbian, Education  
**Publisher:** Hetrick-Martin Institute  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** New York, NY

**Gay Out**

**Subject:** Gay, Lesbian, Community, News, 1980s  
**Publisher:** The Lesbian and Gay Community Center San Diego  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** San Diego, CA

**Model Directory**

**Subject:** Physique, Men  
**Publication City:** Los Angeles, CA

**Subject:** Gay male, Gay health, Sports  
**Publisher:** LPI Media, Inc.  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Los Angeles, CA

**tmmrew**

**Subject:** Cornell University, College/University, 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Ithaca, NY

**Timarcus Studio Drawings**

**Subject:** Native Americans, Arts  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Philadelphia, PA

**Gay Bar Guide**

**Subject:** Directory, Gay, Gay male, 1970s  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Long Island, NY

**Up!**

**Subject:** NGLTF, 1970s, Pride Parade and Events  
**Publisher:** National Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** New York, NY

**s Transvestite**

**Subject:** Transvestite, Transgender, 1990s, Entertainment  
**Publication Country:** United States  
**Publication City:** Boston, MA

**er Gay**

**Subject:** Literary, Zine
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Antonio, TX

1 Reporter (Tulsa Oklahomans for Human Rights)  
Subject: 1980s, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal
Publisher: Tulsa Oklahomans for Human Rights
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Tulsa, OK

v's Connection: The New England Travelers Paper  
Subject: Travel, Gay, Alternative local newspaper
Publisher: Gay Press Association
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

row: MSU Gay Group  
Subject: College/University, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 1970s
Publisher: MSU Gay Group (Minnesota State University)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Mankato, MN

ot to Handle  
Subject: 1980s, Classifieds, Cruising, Gay male
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

'oo Queer Monitor (Triangle Artists Group)  
Subject: Gay, Humor, News
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Supplement on Gay Liberation  
Subject: Gay liberation movement, Politics, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Revolutionary Socialist League
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

The (News and Information for Gay People in Fort Wayne)  
Subject: News, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, 1980s
Publisher: Fort Wayne Lambda Projects, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Fort Wayne, IN

o People With AIDS Foundation Newsletter  
Subject: HIV/AIDS, 2000s
Publisher: Toronto People with AIDS Foundation
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

o Rag  
Subject: Arts, Literary, Zine
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

o Sports & Cultural Centre Magazine
Subject: HIV/AIDS, 1990s, Health
Publisher: AIDS Treatment Data Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Subject: Religious: Christian, 1970s, Gay, Lesbian, Religious
Publisher: The Geneva Press
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lancaster, PA

le Business & Professional Guild News
Subject: Gay, Business, Occupation Based Organizations, Lesbian, News, 2000s
Publisher: Triangle Business and Professional Guild (TBPG)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Raleigh, NC

le Community Digest
Subject: News, Entertainment, Alternative local newspaper, 1980s
Publisher: Triangle Community Digest Publishing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Salt Lake City, UT

le Rag (For and About Lesbians and Bisexual Women of Color Living and Loving in the South)
Subject: Women of color, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, 1990s, Alternative local newspaper
Publisher: Triangle Rag
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Durham, NC

le Rising (Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Task Force)
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal, Alternative local newspaper
Publisher: Arkansas Gay & Lesbian Task Force
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Little Rock, AR

le, The (Carrollton's Gay Community Newsletter)
Subject: Community, News, 1990s, Alternative local newspaper, HIV/AIDS, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Publisher: The Triangle
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Carrollton, GA

le, The (The Monthly Newspaper from Gay & Lesbian Community Services of Central Florida, Inc. Serving Orlando's Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Community)
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Alternative local newspaper, News, Politics, Law
Publisher: Gay & Lesbian Community Services of Central Florida
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Orlando, FL

CAD (Tri-County Citizens Against Discrimination)
Subject: 1990s, Gay liberation movement, Legal, Politics
Publisher: Tri-County Citizens Against Discrimination Inc. (TRICCAD)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Brooksville, FL

Colors: A Newsletter Recommending Gay & Lesbian Resources

Box 8
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Community  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: San Antonio, TX

Police Cases  
Subject: Erotica, 1950s, Heterosexual  
Publisher: Fawcett Publications, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Police Yearbook  
Subject: 1950s, Erotica, Heterosexual  
Publisher: Fawcett Publications, Inc.  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Newsletter (Tri-State Alliance)  
Subject: 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, Alternative local newspaper, News  
Publisher: Tri-State Alliance, Inc. for Gays and Lesbians  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Evansville, IN

The Zine of Techno Urban Radical Fairies of Washington DC)  
Subject: Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, Zine  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Gay Newsletter  
Subject: 1970s, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Tuscon, AZ

'ursted  
Subject: Erotica, Transvestite  
Publisher: Wholesale Book Corporation  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: New York, NY

Cities Gay and Lesbian Resource Guide  
Subject: Directory, Community, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
Publisher: University Lesbian/Gay Community Minneapolis, Minnesota  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Minneapolis, MN

Cities Gay (The News Bi-Weekly for the Gay/ Lesbian Community)  
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual  
Publisher: GAZE Media  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN

Spirit Veterans' Association  
Subject: Veterans, Gay, Lesbian, Military, 1990s  
Publisher: Twin Spirit Veterans' Association  
Publication Country: United States  
Publication City: Sacramento, CA
I. Magazine (This Week in Greater St Louis)

Subject: 1990s, Gay, Lesbian, News, Entertainment, Bisexual
Publisher: Kacmer Publishing
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Louis, Missouri

II. Twist Magazine, Inc. (Two Twisted Guys)

Subject: Entertainment, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: Twist Magazine, Inc. (Two Twisted Guys)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rego Park, NY

III. U.U.G.C. News (Unitarian-Universalist Gay Caucus)

Publisher: Furst Unitarian Church
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

IV. Lifestyle (Unique But United)

Subject: 1980s, People of Color, African-American, Black, Community, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Unique But United
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Montgomery, AL

V. For the Ultimate Woman

Subject: Heterosexual, Men, Women, 1970s
Publisher: Westwprk Publishing Corp.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

VI. U.M.A. News (A Publication of U. of Massachusetts Gay, Lesbian Bisexual Alumni/ae)

Subject: College/University, 1980s, 1990s
Publisher: University of Massachusetts Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alumni/ae
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

VII. U.M.T.F.A. (Upper Manhattan Task Force on AIDS / English Language / Spanish Language)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, 1990s
Publisher: Upper Manhattan Task Force on AIDS, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

VIII. Understanding Homosexuality

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay liberation movement
Publication Country: Canada

IX. Unicorn (A quarterly journal of Counterpoint Publications)

Subject: Women, Literary
Publisher: Counterpoint Publications
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Boston, MA

X. Unidad (Gay and Lesbian Latinos Unidos)

Subject: Latina/Latino, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Alternative local newspaper, Community
Publisher: Gay and Lesbian Latinos Unidos
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

'Magazine
Subject: 1980s, Gay, Lesbian, Community, Directory
Publisher: UNISUN
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Diego, CA

'for the Nineties
Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Community, 1990s
Publisher: Stonewall Union
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Columbus, OH

'Newsletter, The
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Community
Publisher: The United
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Madison, WI

(The quarterly newsletter of The United)

'94 (Official Newsletter of the 1994 Gay Games)
Subject: Sports, Gay Games, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publisher: Gay Games
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

University of Illinois GALA News
Subject: College/University, Education, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: University of Illinois GALA
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

'Update
Publication Country: (Toronto, Ontario)

'ITE (Published by The Body Politic Free the Press Fund)
Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement
Publisher: The Body Politic Free the Press Fund
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON

'nt
Subject: Gay, Entertainment, 1970s
Publisher: UPFRONT Publishing Co.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Pensacola, FL

't America
Subject: 1980s, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, News, Entertainment
Publisher: UpFront America, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Houston, TX

*Fitness (Urban Fitness aimed primarily but not exclusively at gays and lesbians.)*

Subject: Sports, Health, Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Federal Way, WA

*Department of Justice Pride Update*

Subject: Pride Parade and Events, Government Publication(s), Occupation Based Organizations, 1990s
Publisher: US Department of Justice Pride
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

*US Department of Justice Pride Update (Regulatory Information for the pharmaceutical, medical, chemical & allied industries)*

Subject: Medicine, Health, HIV/AIDS, 1980s, Occupation Based Organizations
Publisher: PAREXEL International Corporation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Cambridge, MA

*Women (Making the most of our lives.)*

Subject: Women, 1990s, Politics, News, Gender Issues, Heterosexual
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Louis, MO

*AIDS Foundation (Laying the Cornerstone for a Compassionate Response to AIDS in Our Community)*

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, 1980s, Community
Publisher: Utah AIDS Foundation
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Salt Lake City, UT

C (Unitarian-Universalist Gay Caucus) News

Subject: Religious
Publication City: (San Francisco)

UWSLA Newsletter (Upper West Side Lesbian and Gay Association)

Subject: Community, Politics, Gay, Lesbian, Legal, Politics, Gay liberation movement, 1980s
Publisher: Upper West Side Lesbian and Gay Association (UWSLGA)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

*V Magazine of the Tenderloin*

Subject: 1960s, Gay, Lesbian, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal, News
Publisher: Vanguard, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

*Fair*

*Venereal Disease Information*
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Subject: People of Color, Lesbian
Publication City: (Hudson, NY)

y!

Subject: Business
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

News (Village Independent Democrats)

Subject: Gay liberation movement, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, Politics, Legal
Publisher: Village Independent Democrats (VID)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Magazine: A Chronicle of Gay and Lesbian Life

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s, News, Entertainment
Publisher: The View from Here
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Eugene, OR

The Advocate, The

Publisher: The Virginia Advocate, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Charlottesville, VA

The Gayzette, The (The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender newsmagazine for the rest of us.)

Subject: Community, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, News, Alternative local newspaper, Entertainment, 2000s
Publisher: The Virginia Gayzette, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Richmond, VA

(Kansas Information Services & Lesbian/Gay Alliance)

Subject: Community, Gay, Lesbian, 1980s, News, Drag
Publisher: Kansas Information Service & Lesbian/Gay Alliance
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Wichita, KS

of ASH, The (Alcoholism Services for Homosexuals, Inc.)

Subject: Chemical Dependency, Health, 1980s, Gay, Lesbian
Publisher: Alcoholism Services for Homosexuals, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Garden Grove, CA

of the Turtle (American Baptists Concerned Newsletter)

Subject: Religious: Baptist
Publication City: (Oakland, CA)

of Women
Subject: Feminist, Literary
Publication City: (Kenosha, WI)

Publication City: (Buffalo, NY)

"Voice of the Eagle"

Subject: s/m, Entertainment

"Studio Magazines"

Subject: Physique

Newsletter (Women’s Effort)

Subject: HIV/AIDS, Health, 1990s, Women
Publisher: Women’s Effort
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Mattydale, NY

HIV/Y News (Washington Area Consortium on HIV Infection in Youth)

Whitman Democratic Club

Subject: Politics, 1970s, Gay
Publisher: Walt Whitman Democratic Club
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Philadelphia, PA

outs Newsletter

Publication City: (New York)

(Newsletter for United Church Coalition for Lesbian/Gay Concerns)

Subject: Religious: Christian, Lesbian, Gay, 1990s
Publisher: United Church Coalition for Lesbian/Gay Concerns
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Athens, OH

1993 Folio

Subject: Gay, Lesbian, 1990s
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY


Subject: Gay, Lesbian, Directory, 1990s
Publisher: Life in New Orleans
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New Orleans, LA

Gay News: Serving the Southern Gay Community

Publication City: (Miami, FL)

Video (Catalogue)

Subject: Erotic films, Mass media
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Montreal, QC

**Western Express, The**

*Subject:* 1980s, Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* Phoenix, AZ

Publication City: Phoenix, AZ

**Western States Center Views**

*Subject:* News, 2000s, Gay liberation movement, Politics, Legal
*Publisher:* Western States Center
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* Portland, OR

Publication City: Portland, OR

**Whazzup! Magazine**

*Subject:* Gay male, Entertainment, Black, African-American
*Publisher:* Whazzup! Magazine
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* Oakland, CA

Publication City: Oakland, CA

**Street Independent ("Until The Last Blade of Grass is Free.")**

*Subject:* 1990s, Cornell University, College/University, Race Issues
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* Ithaca, NY

Publication City: Ithaca, NY

**It's At: Fire Island**

*Subject:* Directory, 1970s, Gay, Gay male
*Publisher:* Downing's Where It's At, Inc.
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* New York, NY

Publication City: New York, NY

**Lightning**

*Publication City:* (New York, NY)

Publication City: (New York, NY)

**Covering Men from Head to Toe**

*Subject:* Gay male, Entertainment, 1990s
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* San Francisco, CA

Publication City: San Francisco, CA

**Wingspan (Tuscon's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Community Center)**

*Subject:* Community, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, News, 1990s
*Publisher:* Tuscons' Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered Community Center
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* Tuscon, AZ

Publication City: Tuscon, AZ

**Wisdom's Child New York Guide**

*Publication City:* (New York, NY)

Publication City: (New York, NY)

**Wisdom's Child New York Guide, The**

*Subject:* 1970s, Alternative local newspaper, Gay liberation movement
*Publisher:* The Wisdoms Child NEW YORK GUIDE
*Publication Country:* United States
*Publication City:* New York, NY

Publication City: New York, NY

**Wman, The**

*Subject:* Feminist, Religious, Women, 1980s
Women In Theatre Network
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Oakland, CA

Witness, The
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Subject: Religious: Episcopal, Gay, Lesbians, 1970s
Publisher: Episcopal Church Publishing Company
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Ambler, PA

Q News (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender & Transsexual)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Buffalo, NY

Subject: Alternative local newspaper, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Transsexual, 1990s

Video
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New Almaden, CA

n Lobbyist, The
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

n's Journal-Advocate
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lincoln, NE

n and Family Law Newsletter
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

n and Revolution (Journal of the Women's Commission of the Sparticus League)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

n in Martial Arts
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Los Angeles, CA

n In Sunlight
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rochester, NY

n in the Martial Arts
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Rochester, NY

Subject: Sports
Women in the Trades

Subject: feminist

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Corpus Christi, TX

Women Networking Magazine

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Austin, TX

Source

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Women Turnover: A Magazine of Food Issues

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: San Francisco, CA

Women/ Poems

Subject: Feminist, Literary

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lexington, MA

Women's Forum

Subject: Heterosexual

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

Women's Research Network News

Subject: Women, Education, Feminist

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

(Woman's Monthly)

Subject: Women, Lesbian

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Women's Community News

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Salt Lake City, UT

Women Weekly

Subject: feminist

Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Phoenix, AZ

Women's Words

Publisher: Women's Energy Bank, Inc.
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: St. Petersburg, FL.

The
Subject: News
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Indianapolis, IN

*Women*
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Hartford, CT

rs World
Publication City: (New York, NY)

orce
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Oakland, CA

of SM
Subject: s/m
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: New York, NY

by
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Wantagh, NY

Brick Road: Newsletter for Gay Services of Kansas

Subject: Community
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Lawrence, KS

Voices: Newsletter of the Hetrick-Martin Institute, Inc.

Subject: Gay youth, Youth
Publication City: New York, NY

Hero

Subject: Gay arts, Erotica

Gay News
Publication Country: Germany

Alternatives (National Youth Alternatives Project)
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Magazine

Subject: Youth
Publication Country: United States
Publication City: Washington, D.C.

Monthly

Subject: Queer
Publication Country: Canada
Publication City: Toronto, ON